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Abstract

A search for doubly charged Higgs bosons H++, decaying into tt and er lepton pairs is

presented. The Yukawa couplings tested hereby are hTT and heT. The search is performed
with data taken at the HI experiment at HERA, corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of£ = 88.1pb-1.
The analysis is based on tracks with high transverse momentum in the central detector

region. The dominant background of high Q2 neutral current events is reduced by simple
cuts on the event kinematics and on the isolation of the tracks. Di-lepton production back¬

ground is reduced by requiring tracks with like-sign charge. Despite the missing energy

due to neutrinos from r decays, the invariant mass of the tt and er system can be fully
reconstructed by applying momentum balance constraints on the event.

No evidence for a doubly charged Higgs signal in the above decay channels is observed.

Therefore, upper limits on the production cross section are calculated. In the mass range

80 < A///++ < 150 GeV these limits are found to be a{ep - H++) x BR(H++ -»

tt) < 0.2 pb and a(ep -+ H++) x BR(H++ -» er) < 0.2 pb at 95% confidence level.

Upper limits on the diagonal couplings hu under the assumption of a democratic scenario

hee = hßß = hTT, and on the coupling heT under the assumption BR(H++ —> er) = 100%

are derived.

Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit beschreibt die Suche nach dem doppelt geladenen Higgs Boson H++ und

seinen möglichen Zerfällen nach tt und er Lepton Paaren. Die hierfür verantwortlichen

Yukawa-Kopplungen sind hTT und heT. Die Suche basiert auf Daten, die am Hl Experiment
bei HERA genommen wurden und die einer integrierten Luminosität von £ = 88.1 pb-1
entsprechen.
Die Grundlage der Analyse bilden Spuren von hohem Transversalimpuls im zentralen Be¬

reich des Detektors. Der Hauptuntergrund, Ereignisse des neutralen Stroms bei hohem

Q2, wird durch Schnitte auf die Ereigniskinematik und auf die Isolation der Spuren un¬

terdrückt. Untergrund aus Bi-Lepton Produktion wird durch eine Bedingung auf gleiche

Ladung der Spuren reduziert. Trotz der aus den r Zerfällen resultierenden, nicht messbaren

Neutrinoenergien kann die volle invariante Masse der tt und er Endzustände rekonstruiert

werden, indem für alle Ereignisse Impulserhaltung gefordert wird.

Es konnte kein Hinweis auf die Existenz des doppelt geladenen Higgs Bosons in den obigen
Zerfallskanälen gefunden werden. Deshalb wurden obere Ausschlussgrenzen auf den Pro-

duktionswirkungsquerschnitt ausgerechnet. Im Massenbereich 80 < Mh++ < 150 GeV sind

diese Grenzen a{ep - H++) x BR(H++ -» tt) < 0.2 pb und a(ep -» H++) x BR(H++ -*

er) < 0.2 pb für ein 95% Vertrauensniveau. Ferner wurde eine Obergrenze auf die diag¬
onalen Kopplungen hu, unter Annahme des demokratischen Szenarios hee — hßß — hTT,
und eine Obergrenze auf die Kopplung heT, unter der Annahme BR(H++ — er) = 100%,
berechnet.
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Introduction

Because of its importance, the Higgs Boson is maybe the most sought-after particle in par¬

ticle physics today. Although predicted by the so called Standard Model (SM) of particle

physics, no evidence for its existence has so far been found. Many searches have already
been performed at different experiments. The most prominent search at LEP [1] e.g. sets

a lower limit on the Higgs mass of M = 114.4 GeV/c in the simplest theoretical case of

just one Higgs doublet.

At the electron-proton collider HERA the Higgs search sensitivities and therefore also

the Higgs discovery potentials are lower than at LEP for most of the theoretical Higgs
scenarios. For instance for the one Higgs doublet case cited above the production cross

section at HERA is smaller by several orders of magnitude while there is at the same

time more background from QCD processes. However, there are scenarios where HERA

is competitive. One such possibility are models which give rise to doubly charged Higgs
bosons. If existing, these particles would decay dominantly into di-lepton final states, as

charge conservation forbids decays into two quarks.

The original motivation to look for doubly charged Higgs bosons at the HI experiment

was the observation of an excess of high mass final states with 2 and 3 electrons [2]. The

original HI searches [3] for doubly charged Higgs bosons have therefore focused on the

Higgs decay into electrons and muons. Although the high mass multi-electron events were

found not to be compatible with the doubly charged Higgs hypothesis, the analysis was

extended to the lepton flavour violating decay channel i7±± —* efi. This thesis represents

the further extension towards decay channels containing r-leptons. Notably the decay into

a pair of r leptons and the lepton flavour violating decay into an electron-r pair are studied.

Only the data from the 1996/1997 and 1999/2000 (HERA I run) are used.

1
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Chapter 1

Theory

1.1 Outline of the Standard Model

The Standard Model (SM) [4, 5] is today the best theory for describing elementary particles
and their interactions. It arose from the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg model (GSW) [6, 7, 8]
of the electroweak interaction. The basic concept of the SM is the invariance under a set

of local gauge transformations. The gauge bosons responsible for the interactions between

fermions emerge then from this requirement.

1.1.1 Particle Spectrum

In the SM two categories of particles are present: Fermions with spin 1/2 and gauge bosons

with spin 1. Within the fermions different types exist: leptons and quarks (see Table

1.1). The quarks participate in strong and electroweak interactions, while leptons only

participate in the electroweak interaction. The quantum numbers shown are the charge Q
the hypercharge Y and the third component of the weak isospin T3. These quantities are

connected through the relation1:

Q = j+T3. (1.1)

Table 1.1 distinguishes between the left-handed2 fermions, which take part in the

charged weak interaction and which form doublets of weak isospin T and the right-handed

isospin singlets. There are no right-handed neutrinos in the SM.

For the down-type quarks, the eigenstates of weak interaction d', s' and b' are not

identical to their respective mass eigenstates d, s, and b. These different eigenstates are

related through the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix Vqkm [10]:

1There are also other conventions in use for the definition of the hypercharge. Another frequent con¬

vention e.g. defines the hypercharge as half of the quantity used here.

2For a massless left-handed fermion the spin and the momentum are antiparallel to each other. If they
are parallel, the fermion is right-handed.

3
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Generation

1st 2nd 3rd Tz Y Q

Leptons (r). TÏT (D. 1/2
-1/2

-1

-1

0

-l

eR Ur TR 0 -2 -l

Quarks (;),. Wk (>), 1/2
-1/2

1/3
1/3

2/3
-1/3

ur Cr tR 0 4/3 2/3
d'R s'r Vr 0 -2/3 -1/3

Table 1.1: Properties of the fermions in the Standard Model [9].

= V(CKM (1.2)

VUd Vus Vub
= I vcd vcs VA

Vtd Vu Vtb

The gauge bosons (see Table 1.2) mediate the interactions between the fermions. Each

of the 4 fundamental interactions has its own set of gauge bosons3.

Interaction Gauge Relative Range [m] Participating

boson(s) strength fermions

strong 8 gluons (g) 1 < 10~15 quarks

electromagnetic photon (7) lO"2 CO all charged
weak W±, z° 10-6 10-18 all

gravitational [graviton (G)] 10-39 00 all

Table 1.2: Interactions in the standard model and the corresponding gauge bosons. The

relative strengths of the forces are roughly given for short distance scales of a few fm.

1.1.2 SU(2)x and U(l)y Gauge Transformations

Leaving out the quarks and the strong interactions, the Lagrangian density4 describing
massless non-interacting leptons and neutrinos can be written as:

CF = i{¥j¥L + î,lR0R), (1.3)

where the usual notation is used: $ = ^ßdß and xp = ip^j0. iplR is the right-handed

charged lepton singlet of weak isospin SU(2)£, and

n = (1.4)

3Gravitation is actually not part of the SM and also the graviton is so far just a hypothetical particle.
4In the rest of the text, for simplicity reasons, the Lagrangian density will be called Lagrangian.
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is the left-handed SU(2)x, doublet. As it is done in QED it is required that the Lagrangian
of equation (1.3) should be invariant under local gauge transformations, namely transfor¬

mations of the following kind:

SU(2)L: *i(aO - *£(*) = e^^¥L(x)

U(1)K: ^(:r)-><(*) = e^Y"^iPlR(x). (1.5)

Here a»*(a;) (i — 1,2,3) and x(x) are arbitrary functions depending on the space-time

point x. The meaning of the constants g and g' is explained below. The r* (i = 1,2,3) are

the Pauli matrices, which are linearly independent generators of the SU(2) group:

*-(!i) -(? 7) *-(S-°0- (-)

It can be easily seen that the Lagrangian of equation (1.3) is not invariant under the

transformation (1.5) since the derivative acts on the functions o>(x), x(x) leaving terms of

the form:

T&rf^d^x) and Yfa-f^xix)- (1-7)

Again as in QED local gauge invariance can be achieved though by adding to the

derivative dß additional gauge fields, which transform exactly in a way to cancel the terms

(1.7):

&> -» DßL = dß + &T Wß + i^-YB" for left-handed leptons, (1.8)

d" -* DR = dß + i^-YBß for right-handed leptons. (1.9)

The new gauge fields W^2,z an(l Bß couple with coupling constants g and g' to the

fermions. In order to cancel the terms (1.7) they have to transform under SU(2)i, U(l)y
respectively as:

W? Sl^lL Wf-crui-gwxW1* (1.10)

Bß
uMr

Bß-dßX- (LH)

The physically observed gauge bosons are linear combinations of the above fields. The

charged gauge bosons W±, which couple neutrinos to charged leptons are:

\y(±)ß = -^-(W? ± i\V£). (1.12)
v2

The product f • Wß in (1.8), which produces the coupling of leptons and bosons, can

now be more conveniently written in terms of the W± when using the isospin operators r+

and t~:

,+
T i(r,+»,2)=(° J) r--i(Ti-^)-(J J). (1.13)
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By defining the vectors:

f = (V2t+,t3,\/2t-) (1.14)

W" = (W^^V^WMi1), (1.15)

it follows:

3

f-Wß = \/2{T+W{-)ß + T~W{+)ß) + T3Wg = ^TiW?. (1.16)
i=i

The Zß and Aß fields for the Z-boson and photon are:

Z" = -Bß smBw+ W% cosdw (1.17)
Aß = B^œsô^ + ^sinoiv, (1-18)

where #t^ is the Weinberg mixing angle. Inserting these fields back into (1.8) and requiring
that the coupling of the photon field Aß must be the electric charge e as in QED yields a

relation between the couplings g, g' and the charge e:

g' cos 6\v = g sin 6W = e. (1-19)

According to the Noether theorem every continuous symmetry in the Lagrangian gives
rise to a conserved quantity. From the local SU(2)lxU(1)v gauge symmetry under the

transformations (1.5), the conserved quantities turn out to be the weak isospin T (generator
of SU(2)L transformations) and the hypercharge Y (generator of U(l)y transformations).
Consequently the electric charge, which is related to Y and T3 via (1.1) is also conserved.

The inclusion of the strong interaction into the SM follows the same pattern as the

electroweak part. There again a local gauge invariance of the quark colour fields is required
under SU(3)c gauge transformations. The 8 different gauge bosons (the gluons) come out

in the same way. Finally, the SM is a gauge theory based on the SU(3)cxSU(2)LxU(l)y
gauge group.

1.1.3 Particle Masses

So far all particles in the theory have to be massless. A massive particle would produce a

term in the Lagrangian proportional to the square of the corresponding field. For instance:

m?yWj+)W(-)/1 W mass term (1.20)

-me4^e Electron mass term (1-21)

Both types of mass terms for gauge bosons and fermions would destroy the local

SU(2)LxU(l)y gauge symmetry. For the W mass term this can be seen by using the
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transformation (1.10). For the fermions the Dirac mass term can be decomposed into

left-handed and right-handed states:

~.R„iM
-meV'e^e = -mc(^f + ^e) (1.22)

The mixed products of left-handed and right-handed states in (1.22) can not be gauge

invariant since the left-handed states ipL transform only under SU(2)L gauge transforma¬

tions and the right-handed states ipR transform under U(l)y. Producing massive fermions

and gauge bosons while still preserving local gauge symmetry is exactly what the Higgs
mechanism does.

1.2 The Higgs Mechanism in the SM

The Higgs mechanism in its simplest form in the SM requires the addition of a doublet of

complex Higgs fields <I> with weak isospin T = 1/2 and hypercharge Y = 1.

$ =
$,+ 1 >+ + i<t>+

The Lagrangian of the scalar Higgs field is of the form

£ = (d^id»®) - V

with a potential V of the form:

V($) = //2$f$ + A($f$)2.

(1.23)

(1.24)

(1.25)

iV{*)

Dfm$

<He$

Figure 1.1: Higgs Potential for a single complex scalar field

The potential must be bounded below in order to be physically meaningful, which

translates to A > 0. For /x2 < 0 the potential takes the form of a Mexican hat (see Figure
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1.1). This means that the minimum potential is not at (I> = 0 but on a circle with radius

|$| = \f—pfl/2X from the centre. These vacuum states can be written as:

*(*) = ^*'*Q with v = v-jr (L26)

v is called the Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV). The general form (1.23) of the Higgs
doublet can now be written as an expansion around the vacuum state (1.26) with an SU(2)£,
local gauge transformation:

*
* i-W ° )«4=( m?im ). (1-27)

^2 \v + h(x)J y/2\v + h + inj
v '

The right-hand side of this equation is obtained for small values of ff(x) and is equivalent
to (1.23). Since the aim is to construct a Lagrangian, which should be gauge invariant, we

are allowed to choose a special gauge such that ff = 0. This is equivalent to choosing a

specific vacuum state and expanding the Higgs field around this vacuum state.

__!_/ 0 \ 1 /0
$ = -7=(

, , J with the vacuum ($0)
= —

•

i1-28)

y/2\v + h(x)J
V U/ y/2\vj V

This is also referred to as spontaneous symmetry breaking, because by expanding around

a specific vacuum state the initial symmetry in the Higgs potential is lost. The Lagrangian

(1.24) is made SU(2)x gauge invariant by replacing the derivatives by (1.8):

£ = (£>„$)*(£>"$) - /?<&f<I> - A($f$)2. (1.29)

Inserting the Higgs field of (1.28) and the physical boson fields of (1.12), (1.17) and

(1.18) into this Lagrangian yields among others all mass terms:

Cw-mass = \v2g2wl+)W^ - mw = \vg

Cz-mass = \v2(g2 + ffiZ^Z" - mz = mw/ cos ôw (1.30)

C-H-mass = \{2v2\)h2 -* mh = \/2v2\,

and interactions terms:

An« = l-vg2W^W^h+]g2W^W^h2+A V°"
ZßZßh+ 9\„ Z^h2. (1.31)

2 ß 4 M 4cosj6'Ua
^

8cosJt/w

Fermion masses can be obtained by Yukawa couplings to the Higgs field with coupling
constants gf.

Cfh = -9i(*Wr* + &$r*l)- (1-32)

Inserting (1.28) yields again mass and interaction terms:

£mass = —j^vgiJpiipi - mj = vgi/y/2 (1.33)
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1.3 An extended Higgs Sector in general

Although the SM Higgs mechanism has the advantage of being simple, it also leaves certain

questions open. For instance it is not clear, where the huge differences between fermion

masses comes from. Even more disturbing are the recent discoveries of neutrino oscilla¬

tions in solar, atmospheric and reactor neutrinos [11]. In the SM the neutrinos are strictly

massless, but for such oscillations to occur, the neutrinos are required to have masses.

There are several possible scenarios how neutrinos could acquire a mass. A Dirac mass

term like in (1.21) would require the existence of a right-handed neutrino state ipR, which is

absent in the SM but could be incorporated. In this case the neutrinos acquire their mass

in the same way as the charged leptons and quarks, namely by interaction with a Higgs
doublet field of weak isospin 1/2 (see equation (1.34)). Another possibility is that neu¬

trinos are their own antiparticles. Such particles are also called Majorana particles. One

immediate consequence of Majorana neutrinos would be the non-conservation of lepton
number. Transitions between left-handed and right-handed neutrinos would be possible

e.g. by interaction with the Higgs fields. Such transitions would not only violate lepton
number conservation by AL = ±2 but also require a change in weak isospin of AT3 = ±1,

which can only be mediated by Higgs triplet fields. Therefore, in order to have massive

Majorana neutrinos an extension in the Higgs sector becomes unavoidable.

Before having a closer look into two extensions of the Higgs sector containing Higgs

triplets, it should be noted that there is not complete freedom in the design of a Higgs
sector. Experiments impose a few constraints, which any possible Higgs scenario must

fulfil.

1.3.1 The p parameter

One major constraint for any Higgs scenario comes from the so-called p parameter, which

is defined at tree level as:

P = ,

^^
y

(1.35)
(rriz cos^ Bw)

This parameter relates the masses of the W and Z bosons and the Weinberg mixing angle

6\y. It is known from experiment to be close to 1, i.e. p ~ 1. The p parameter is also

closely related to the Higgs sector of the theory [12]:

Er,yHr(r+i)-r2nw,y|V,r
' =

Er^HVP
• (1'36)

In equation (1.36) V~t,y denotes the vacuum expectation value of each neutral Higgs
field and T, Y denote the total SU(2)£ isospin and hypercharge of the multiplet to which

it belongs. The factor ct,y distinguishes between real and complex fields for the multiplet
with (T, Y):

{1,
(T, y) <-> complex multiplet , .

1/2, (T, Y = 0) «- real multiplet
l >
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From (1.36) it follows that multiplets, which fulfil the condition

AT(T + 1) - Y2 = 2Y2 or (2T + l)2 - 3F2 = 1, (1.38)

will always satisfy p = 1. Singlets (T = 0, Y = 0) and doublets with (T = 1/2, Y = ±1)
do satisfy this condition. More complicated solutions exist as e.g. a septet with (T =

3, Y = 4), but because of their complicated structure they are usually discarded [12].
Instead, there are other means to enforce p

~ 1 than equation (1.38). For instance a

theory containing SU(2)l triplets together with the usual doublets (satisfying (1.38)) can

be constructed such that

• The vacuum expectation values of the neutral fields of the triplets are small compared
to the neutral doublet fields. This means that the triplet contributions to (1.36) are

small.

• There are several Higgs triplets with Y, Vt,y values arranged such that their overall

contribution to (1.36) is zero.

• The triplets do not contain neutral members, e.g. a Y = —4 triplet.

Thus p
— 1 can be satisfied also in more complicated Higgs scenarios.

1.3.2 Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC)

Another requirement for any Higgs model is the experimentally observed absence of flavour

changing neutral currents (FCNC). In the minimal Higgs scenario FCNC are absent. This

is because the Higgs-fermion Yukawa couplings are diagonal in terms of fermion flavour.

For more complicated Higgs scenarios it becomes more difficult to show that FCNC are

absent. If the fermions couple to more than one neutral Higgs it is no longer clear that

the fermion mass matrix and the Higgs couplings are diagonal, which would be required
for the absence of FCNC.

The simplest way around is to assume that the neutral Higgs bosons mediating FCNC

have masses above the energies, which are currently accessible at colliders. Another pos¬

sibility is to assume that the fermions couple to Higgs bosons from one multiplet only

[13].

1.4 A Model with one Higgs Triplet

In this section a triplet of complex Higgs fields is added to the SM doublet of (1.23). The

triplet is required to have hypercharge Y = 2 and thus the Higgs sector takes the form:

K={%) *=(£)• (1-39)
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This model was first proposed by Gelmini and Roncadelli [14] with the intention to

produce Majorana masses for neutrinos. If we denote the vacuum expectation values of

the neutral members by (0°) = v and (A0) = w, then the p parameter of equation (1.36)
becomes:

1 + 222Ï

This means that p is less than unity and from current experimental constraints the

ratio w/v can be constrained to [15]:

w
- < 0.066 at 99% CL. (1.41)
v

In order to conveniently write down the Yukawa interactions of leptons and the Higgs

triplet, an SU(2)£ representation of the Higgs triplet should be constructed with the prod¬

uct r • A where f is the vector of Pauli matrices of equation (1.14):

The Lagrangian for Yukawa interactions of the left-handed lepton doublets and the

Higgs triplet can now be written [16]:

Hint = ihi0TiLCT%bXljh) + h.c. (1.43)

r2 is the second Pauli matrix and C is the charge conjugation matrix and h.c. means

hermitian conjugate. The Lagrangian from equation (1.43) mediates transitions between

fermions and antifermions and especially it produces a Majorana mass term for neutrinos:

Cmass = mVi(tpv£) ip"Ll with mVi = V2hüw. (1.44)

The physical particle content of the Higgs sector after symmetry breaking is made up

of doubly charged H±i:, singly charged i/± and three neutral Higgs bosons, denoted H°,
h° and A0. The singly charged H^ and the neutrals turn out to be mixtures of doublet

and triplet fields, the doubly charged Higgs bosons on the other hand correspond directly
to the triplet fields A±=t.

1.5 Left-Right Symmetric Models

The basic motivation for proposing a Left-Right symmetric theory is the assumption that

the observed parity violation in weak interactions is only a low-energy phenomenon. In

such theories there are two W bosons W\ and W2. The Wi corresponds to the well-known

W boson, which couples to left-handed currents and the \V2, which must be heavier since

it has not been discovered yet, couples to right-handed currents. Similarly, such theories

predict two Z bosons, Z\ and Z2, where the Z\ corresponds to the familiar Z° with a mass
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of 91 GeV. In the fermion sector, the theory contains the usual quarks and charged leptons

and three light neutrino mass eigenstates i/j (i = 1,2,3), which couple primarily to W\.

Additionally, there are three heavy neutrino mass eigenstates A^ (i = 1, 2, 3), which couple

to W2 predominantly.
This particle spectrum is now grouped into doublets of left-handed and right-handed

isospin:

n=

o,
1

R
'

1 1

R

2

2'3

(1.45)

(1.46)

The quantum numbers shown are (Tl, Tr, B — L) where Tl is the left- and TR the right-
handed weak isospin, and B — L is the difference of Baryon minus Lepton number. The

last quantum number turns out to be the generator of the U(l) gauge group in Left-Right

symmetric theories because the charge formula (1.1) now becomes:

Q = TL3 + Tm +
B

(1.47)

The quantum number B — L has an immediate physical interpretation, expressing the

symmetry between quarks and leptons for the weak interaction. The hypercharge Y in the

case of the SM has no such physical meaning. Some theorists consider this to be another

"advantage" of Left-Right symmetric theories over the SM [17].
So the basic idea is to start from a gauge theory of SU(2)^xSU(2)^xU(1)b_l, which breaks

down to the familiar SU(2)i,xU(l)y for low energies because of the absence of the massive

right-handed particles. The simplest Higgs sector required to establish this breakdown of

gauge symmetry contains a bidoublet of Higgs fields $ and two Higgs triplets AL^R:

$ =

Ar =

Ar =

4>\ 4>î
4>2 4>l

A+ V2A++
V2A°

A+r
JÏAR

1 1

2'2'°

-At

V^A+
++

-A+r

(1,0,2)

(0,1,2).

(1.48)

(1.49)

(1.50)

The notation for the triplet fields is again A = rA. The Higgs potential can be

constructed such that the vacuum expectation values of these multiplets is:

<*o> =

1 /«i 0

y/2 V ° K2

/a v
1 ( o o A.

{Al>r)
=

T2 \ ^n 0 )

(1.51)

(1.52)
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Very similarly to (1.40) the p parameter condition becomes:

v2
=

k\ + k22. (1.53)
2 -, ,

2w?
m^l

_

+ v2 „,2
_

Jl , Jl

m2Zi cos2 0VK i +

This limits the size of Wl <C v. Additionally, based on the most general form of the Higgs

potential, it was shown in [18], that «2 must be small or even zero in order to avoid FCNCs.

The Higgs triplets couple to the fermions in the same way as in equation (1.43):

dm = ihL,ij(^ÏLCr2AL^jL) + ihRyij(^JRCT2AR^jn) + h.c. (1.54)

Again these couplings generate Majorana mass terms for neutrinos of type (1.44). But

in contrast to the model of section 1.4, the Left-Right symmetric model also contains the

right-handed neutrino states Nr and the Dirac mass terms, which mediate transitions be¬

tween left-handed and right-handed neutrinos. Therefore, this model leads to a so-called

see-saw mechanism [19, 20, 21] for neutrino masses.

The physical particle content of the Higgs sector of this model after symmetry breaking
contains 4 doubly charged Higgs H^ and H^, which correspond directly (no mixing
between multiplets) to the A^* and A^* fields. Then there are also 4 singly charged and

6 neutral Higgs bosons, which are mostly mixtures between doublet and triplet fields.

1.6 Doubly charged Higgs at HERA

1.6.1 Production and Decay of the doubly charged Higgs

Because of charge conservation, the H±i: cannot couple to a pair of quarks or a quark-

antiquark pair directly. Therefore, they cannot be produced in the s-channel at an electron-

proton collider5. However, they can couple to leptons and therefore they can be produced
at the electron vertex of an ep-event via Yukawa couplings to electrons (see Figure 1.2).
The incoming electron is scattered from a photon 7 or Z° from the proton and radiates the

doubly charged Higgs. The incoming lepton undergoes a charge inversion and eventually

even a change in lepton flavour, e.g. e~7 —* H l+ and e+7 — H++l~.

Unlike for the SM Higgs Boson, where the couplings to fermions are proportional to the

mass of the fermions (see equations (1.33) and (1.34)), the doubly charged Higgs couples
to leptons by a priori independent, unknown couplings hu>, where 1,1' — e, p, t. Only the

neutral Higgs bosons of the different multiplets are involved in the mass generation for the

fermions. For I ^ I' lepton flavour is violated. The decay width for the decay into a pair
of identical leptons depends quadratically on the coupling. For a T = 1 and Y = 2 triplet
the decay width is [22]:

T(H++ - l+l+) = l-^mH++. (1.55)
07T

5For a brief description of HERA see section 2.1.
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I- e+ H++

Figure 1.2: Feynman diagrams for tree level H++ production at HERA via the Yukawa

process.

Figure 1.3: Feynman diagrams for H++ production and decay. The couplings involved in

the processes cy —> eH±±L — eTT and ej —+ tH±±: —* Ter, as well as the charge and flavour

of the scattered lepton are indicated.

Other decay modes of doubly charged Higgs are possible [23]. Decays into W-pairs,

pairs of singly charged Higgs or even mixed decays into one singly charged Higgs and

a W boson can be considered. However, in this analysis it is assumed that the doubly

charged Higgs is the lightest Higgs boson and therefore decays into H± can be discarded.

Additionally, the mass range considered for the doubly charged Higgs is 80 < MH±± < 150

GeV. Therefore, the decay into IF-pairs is also discarded.

In this thesis the decays of doubly charged Higgs into r-pairs and the lepton flavour

violating decay H±±L —* er are studied. For abbreviation these two decay topologies will

be called tt, and er respectively throughout this analysis. The couplings involved in

these processes are (see Figure 1.3) heT and hTT. The tt final state requires additionally
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a coupling hei ^ 0 at the production vertex, e.g. in this analysis hee ^ 0 is assumed.

However, the flavour of the scattered lepton is only of small importance since in section

3.2 it is shown that it is mostly undetected in the final state. The decays into other lepton

pairs are studied in separate HI analyses [3].

1.6.2 Doubly charged Higgs at other colliders

1.6.2.1 LEP

In addition to the Yukawa process (see Figure 1.2) there are two other processes at tree

level at LEP (see Figure 1.4).

e" H++ e~ e"

Figure 1.4: Feynman diagrams for H±:t pair production and Bhabha scattering via doubly

charged Higgs exchange at LEP

The s-channel pair production process (left) has a significantly larger cross section than

the single production via Yukawa couplings but has the disadvantage that the accessible

mass range for this process is limited to half of the available centre of mass energy (y/s/2).
Limits have been set for this channel by the OPAL [24], L3 [25] and DELPHI [26] ex¬

periments. The conclusion from these publications is basically that doubly charged Higgs
bosons are excluded for masses below ~98 GeV.

The contribution from Bhabha scattering (see Figure 1.4, right) is sensitive to the cou¬

pling hee. Its contribution to the total Bhabha scattering cross section is estimated in [18]
and limits on hee are derived from OPAL [27] and L3 [25].

The only LEP experiment, which provides limits for the single production of doubly

charged Higgs via Yukawa couplings, is OPAL [27].

1.6.2.2 Tevatron and LHC

At hadron colliders the Drell-Yan pair production process is also possible (see Figure 1.5)
via quark-antiquark annihilation. But this channel contributes significantly only at pp col¬

liders (Tevatron) because for pp colliders such as LHC the antiquark content in the proton

is suppressed. The antiquark would have to be a seaquark in that case. Instead for LHC

the single production of i7±± via 17-fusion is the dominant production mechanism. Even

a fusion of singly charged Higgs H^ instead of the Ws can be considered, since e.g. in all
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Higgs triplet models there have to be also singly charged Higgs bosons and these do couple
to quarks and antiquarks directly.

q'

\ W
\

\

/
H±±

q H++ 1

Figure 1.5: Feynman diagrams for H^ pair production and single production via W-fusion
at Tevatron and LHC

Limits for the Drell-Yan pair production process have been set at Tevatron from the DO

[28] and CDF [29] experiments. These limits distinguish between left-handed and right-
handed doubly charged Higgs because the couplings to the Z° boson are different (see also

section 1.5)

The Yukawa process is of course not possible at hadron colliders because of the absence

of leptons at tree level.
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1.7 The HTM MC Generator

A dedicated MC6 generator (named HTM) for producing simulated events with doubly

charged Higgs particles via all possible couplings hu> has been written for HERA [30]. The

generator calculates the matrix element for doubly charged Higgs production and produces
events in each point of the phase space according to its differential cross section. Depending

on the magnitude of the momentum squared Q2 of the exchanged photon (see Figure 1.2) a

different approach for the treatment of the proton vertex is used. The following Q2 ranges

are distinguished:

• Elastic (Q2 = 0 GeV2)
The proton stays intact.

• Quasielastic (0 < Q2 < 4 GeV2)
The proton-photon vertex is calculated using the SOPHIA package [31].

• Inelastic (Q2 > 4 GeV2)
Electron quark scattering is modelled by the use of parton density functions (pdf)
(see e.g. [4]) for different quarks in the initial state of the proton. Only u,ü,d,d

are considered. For this analysis the leading order pdf with the label CTEQ 4L [32] is

used. The Lund fragmentation model as implemented in JETSET [33] determines the

hadronic final state.

The total production cross sections are shown as a function of the Higgs mass in Fig¬

ure 1.6 (coupling hee) and 1.7 (coupling heT). All cross sections drop exponentially with

increasing Higgs mass as is shown by the fit. While the normalisations of the different

cross sections are arbitrary (because of the arbitrary choice of hee, heT respectively), the

relative contributions of the different Q2 régimes are independent of the coupling. For a

Higgs mass of 100 GeV and a proton momentum of 920 GeV these relative contributions

are summarised in Table 1.3.

Kinematic

Régime

otVela/at,

/o-tl
(T,

quasi ot

0~inela/0~tot

Coupling
K

53%

27%

20%

K

38%

37%

25%

Table 1.3: Relative contributions to the total Higgs production cross section of the different
kinematic régimes for the couplings hee and heT.

For the hee coupling, the elastic Higgs production is by far the most important. This

is no longer true in the case of heT. The reason for this is the contribution of the top right

graph in Figure 1.2. In this graph a photon emitted by the proton splits up into a lepton

pair, which then combines with the incoming electron to the doubly charged Higgs. If the

The abbreviation MC is used for "Monte Carlo" throughout this analysis.
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Higgs was produced via the heT coupling, then the lepton pair has to be a r-pair, which is

suppressed for very small Q2 because of the non negligible r mass.

tt Elastic

tt Inelastic

130 140 150

Mn [GeV]

^ 0.2

Ä0.18

| 0.16

I 0.14

0.12

0.1

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

0
80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

MH [GeV]

tt Quasielastic

£l0.25

3
0.2-

0.15-

0.1-

0.05-

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

MH [GeV]
tt Total

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

MH [GeV]

Figure 1.6: Higgs production cross sections for a coupling constant hee = hTT = 0.3 for the

different Q2 ranges as a function of the Higgs mass in steps of 10 GeV. All other couplings

are assumed zero. Note that the coupling hTT governs the decay, but is irrelevant for the

Higgs production cross section. The line represents an exponential fit.
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er Elastic er Quasielastic

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

MH [GeV]
er Inelastic

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

MH [GeV]

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

M„ [GeV]
er Total

''' i i i i i i i

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

MH [GeV]

Figure 1.7: Same distributions as shown in Figure 1.6 but with the coupling constant heT =

0.3. All other couplings are assumed zero.
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Chapter 2

The HI Experiment at HERA

2.1 The HERA accelerator

The "Hadron Electron Ring Accelerator" (HERA) is an electron proton collider located

at the "Deutsches Elektron Synchrotron" (DESY) facility in Hamburg. The accelerator

has a circumference of 6.3 km and consists of two separate rings, one for protons and the

other for electrons or positrons. There rings are merged in the two interaction regions (see
Figure 2.1) where the HI and ZEUS experiments are located.

Figure 2.1: The HERA (left) and PETRA (right, enlarged section from the left) accelerator

rings at DESY. PETRA serves as preaccelerator for electrons and protons. The colliding
beam experiments HI and ZEUS are located in the Hall North and Hall South respectively.

The proton beam is accelerated up to a final energy of 920 GeV1 and the electron beam

up to 27.5 GeV, which corresponds to a centre of mass energy of 320 GeV. The lateral

dimensions2 of the two beams are typically 190/mix50//m and the overlap region, which is

referred to as beam spot, is measured to be 137/imx37/im. The beams are not continuous

1Until the year 1998 proton energy was 820 GeV and the corresponding centre of mass energy 300 GeV.

2A11 values are 1-sigma extensions in x and y from the beam centre and may vary over different runs.

21



22 Chapter 2. The HI Experiment at HERA

but consist of particle bunches 96 ns apart. The bunch crossing (BC) rate is therefore

10.4 MHz. The maximal number of bunches, which can be stored in each beam is 210.

2.2 The HI experiment

In this section, the most relevant subdetectors for this analysis are briefly described. A

more detailed description of the HI detector can be found in [34]. Figure 2.2 shows a

schematic view of the open HI detector. In the top right corner the HI coordinate system

is defined:

• The positive z-axis points in the direction of the proton beam.

• The x -and y-axis are perpendicular to the beams. The x-axis points towards the

centre of the HERA accelerator.

• The polar angle 9 is the angle between the ,z-axis and a given direction (e.g. particle).

• The azimuthal angle is called <$>.

Because of the asymmetric beam energies, the proton (electron) beam direction is also

often referred to as forward (backward) direction.
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Figure 2.2: View of the HI detector and the definition of the coordinate system. Legend.

\l\ Beam pipe and beam magnets, 2_ Central tracking chambers, 3_ Forward tracking
and Transition radiators, ul Electromagnetic Calorimeter, 5_ Hadronic Calorimeter, 6_

Superconducting coil, \7\ Compensating magnet, 8 Helium cryogenics, 9 Muon chambers,

10] Instrumented Iron, \ 11\ Muon toroid magnet, 112\ Backward calorimeter, \ 13\ Plug

calorimeter, 14 Concrete shielding, 15 Liquid Argon cryostat
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2.2.1 Central Jet Chamber

The most important device for track reconstruction is the Central Jet Chamber (CJC). A
side view of the HI tracking system is shown in Figure 2.3.

Forward Tracking Central Tracking

3 2 1 0 -1 -2 m

Figure 2.3: Side view of the HI tracking system.

The CJC is a drift chamber consisting of two cylindrical volumes (CJCl and CJC2)
mounted concentrically around the beam pipe. In the azimuthal direction the CJCl (CJC2)
is divided into 30 (60) identical drift cells by cathode wire planes. Inside each drift cell 24

(32) anode sense wires are strung parallel to the beam (z-axis).
Charged particles passing through the CJC are bent in the magnetic field of 1.15 T

created by the superconducting solenoid (see Figure 2.2). Along their trajectories gas

molecules from the chamber are ionised and the free ionisation charge (electrons) drift

towards the sense wires where they produce an electric signal. By measuring the drift times

of the charge deposits in the different sense wires, the particle's track can be reconstructed

in the r0-plane. An r<f> hit resolution of ar(f, ~ 140 pro. is achieved. This translates to a

resolution in transverse momentum of a(pt)/p2 = 0.5% GeV-1 [35]. The z position can be

measured at each sense wire by charge division of the signals obtained at the two wire ends.

Two additional drift chambers, the so-called CIZ and COZ (see Figure 2.3), are mounted

inside (CIZ) and outside (COZ) the CJCl. With their sense wires perpendicular to the

beam they greatly enhance the z measurement and the 6 resolution.

The geometrical boundaries and polar angle (6) acceptance for CJCl and CJC2 are
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summarised in Table 2.1.

Radius [mm]
inner outer

z [mm]
min max

en
min max

CJCl

CJC2

203 451

530 844

-1125 1075

-1125 1075

11 170

26 154

Table 2.1: CJC geometry

2.2.2 Calorimeter

In order to measure particle energies, HI has a liquid argon (LAr) calorimeter surrounding
the central tracker [36]. The inner, electromagnetic (EMC) part of the calorimeter is ded¬

icated to identify electrons and photons, and the outer, hadronic (HAC) part is dedicated

to measure charged and neutral hadrons (see Figure 2.4).
The calorimeter consists of stacks of absorber plates (lead in EMC, stainless steel in

HAC) with gaps in between, which are filled with liquid argon. A high energetic particle

passing through the calorimeter produces a particle shower in the absorber plates, which

can then be measured by the charge deposition in the liquid argon.

The calorimeter is segmented in z into 8 different "wheels" and each "wheel" is fur¬

thermore segmented into 8 octants in (ß. This leads to small insensitive areas called cracks

between the segments. The total polar angle acceptance of the calorimeter is 4° < 6 < 154°.

Figure 2.4: Side view of the upper half of the liquid argon calorimeter. The label "IP"

denotes the nominal interaction point. Darker shaded regions belong to the electromagnetic

part, lighter shaded regions belong to the hadronic part of the calorimeter.
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2.2.2.1 Spaghetti Calorimeter (SPACAL)

In the backward (electron beam) direction a lead/scintillating fibre calorimeter, the so-

called "Spaghetti Calorimeter (SPACAL)" covers the polar angle region of 153° < 9 <

177.5°. Its main purpose is the energy and position measurement of the scattered electron

in deep inelastic scattering events. The position resolution of the SPACAL is 4 mm.

2.2.3 Instrumented Iron

The instrumented iron yoke (see Figure 2.2) surrounds all previously described detector

components of HI. It serves as return yoke for the magnetic flux and is used for the detec¬

tion of minimum ionising particles. It is divided into forward (4° < 9 < 34°) and backward

(127° < 9 < 175°) endcaps and a barrel region (34° < 9 < 127°). The instrumentation

consists of streamer tubes [37], which are inserted between 10 iron sheet layers of 75 mm

thickness [38]. The gas filled tubes have a cross section of 10x10 mm2 and they have a

single sense wire strung in the centre. The top sides of the layers are equipped with strip

or pad cathodes. The strip cathodes are glued perpendicular to the sense wires such as to

obtain a 2-dimensional spatial resolution of 3 to 4mm in those layers.

2.2.4 Trigger and Data Acquisition

The purpose of the HI Trigger system[39] is to trigger the readout of the frontend electronics

of the detector for ep interactions. The trigger consists of 4 trigger levels LI to L53 with

increasing decision times (see Figure 2.5). With a BC frequency of 10.4 MHz the input rate

for the LI trigger level is typically around 100 kHz. The LI decision time is set to 2.3 ^s.

Within this time span all trigger signals (trigger elements (TE)) from all subdetectors

relevant for the trigger have to be transmitted to the central trigger logic, where they

are logically combined to a set of 128 subtriggers. These subtriggers produce the central

trigger decision, which has to be transmitted back to all detector subsystems, still within

the LI decision time. In case of a positive LI trigger decision the pipeline in the frontend

electronics is stopped and no more input data is accepted. The output rate of LI is up

to 1 kHz. Some LI subtriggers are prescaled in order to keep the rate small. A prescaled

subtrigger with prescale factor n is considered only for every nth positive trigger decision.

On level L2, the LI trigger decision is validated and additional topological and neural

network based criteria are applied. The L2 decision is made after 20 ps and it reduces

the rate to about 50 Hz. After a positive L2 decision the event is read out, which takes

typically 1 to 2 ms per event. After readout (or rejection on L2) the frontend pipeline is

restarted.

On level L4, a multi processor farm performs a fast reconstruction of each event,

whereby the rate is reduced to typically 10 Hz, which is then written to tape. This raw data

is then run through the full reconstruction on a dedicated computer farm, the so-called

3The third trigger level (L3) has not been implemented for the data taking period considered in this

analysis.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the different trigger levels, their decision times and the data

acquisition of the HI experiment.

level L5. This process runs asynchronously to the readout.

2.2.4.1 LI Trigger Elements of this analysis

• DCRPhJTHig
The DCr<p trigger compares digitised CJC hits from 10 wire layers with predefined

(track) masks. It allows to trigger on coarse track parameters and multiplicities.

DCRPh_THig requires at least one track with transverse momentum Pt > 800 MeV.

• DCRPh_Ta, DCRPh_Tc

At least one (a), or three (c) tracks respectively with transverse momentum Pt >

420 MeV.

• LAr_electron>l

For triggering purposes several adjacent LAr cells are grouped into larger areas point¬

ing approximately to the nominal vertex. These groups of cells are called trigger tow¬

ers [40]. For LAr_electron>l the energy in the electromagnetic part of one trigger
tower must exceed a threshold of 5 GeV.

• LAr_Etmiss>l,2

The vectorial sum of the transverse energy (y/E2 + E^) over all trigger towers exceeds

the nominal threshold of 4.4 GeV (1) or 5.2 GeV (2).

LAr_BR

A trigger tower exceeds an energy threshold of 1 GeV and has a matching track from

the proportional chambers (CIP/COP) (see Figure 2.3).
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• LAr_IF

The energy sum over all trigger towers in the IF region of the calorimeter (see Figure

2.4) exceeds the threshold of 2 GeV.

• Mu_ECQ

Muon in the outer endcap of the instrumented iron.

• Mu_Bar

Muon in the barrel region of the instrumented iron.

• SPCLe_IET>l

Inclusive electron trigger in the SPACAL above the threshold of 2 GeV.

2.2.5 Luminosity System

The luminosity is determined by the rate of Bethe-Heitler processes, which is ep —* epj.

The cross section for this process can be calculated in QED to an accuracy of 0.3%. The

angular distributions of the scattered electron and photon are strongly peaked at low

scattering angles. This means that they have to be measured with specially installed

devices downstream the electron beam line and close to the beam. The electron tagger

(ET) is located at z = —33 m and the photon tagger (PD) is at z = —103 m (see Figure

2.6).

* i i . l J.LJII I 1 1,1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 (m)

Figure 2.6: The HI Luminosity System

The main background from Bremsstrahlung eA —> eA'y, where A denotes an atom

from the residual beam-gas, can be taken into account from the rate measurement for

non-colliding bunches, the so-called pilot bunches. This is referred to as satellite bunch

correction.

P _
Rtot — (Uot/h)Ro

(o \\

In equation (2.1) Rtot is the total measured coincidence rate of electron and photon

tagger, R0 is the rate for the pilot bunches and Itot, h are the corresponding electron beam

currents. o~viS is the total visible Bethe-Heitler cross section.
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2.3 Simulation of the HI Experiment

The detector response for generated MC events is simulated in detail with the GEANT

(version 3.15) software [41], which is used by the HI simulation package H1SIM. GEANT in¬

corporates many physical processes, like e.g. energy loss, multiple scattering and secondary

particle production. Long lived generated particles are propagated through a virtual de¬

tector and their full interaction with the detector material (including dead material) is

simulated. The energy deposits in active detector volumes is translated into detector sig¬
nals according to measured performance figures. These simulated events are then fed into

the HI reconstruction software H1REC, which produces events that have exactly the same

format as real data.

In this analysis, signal efficiencies and background rates are determined purely from

MC simulation. It is therefore important to achieve an agreement between data and MC

in order to justify the results of this analysis.
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Chapter 3

Preselection

The goal in this chapter is to identify the candidates for the decay particles originating
from the doubly charged Higgs decay and to remove most of the background from the

available data sets. The basic guidance for this purpose is the signal topology obtained

from the MC generator discussed in section 1.7 and the constraints from the experiment
discussed in chapter 2. The topology of a massive doubly charged Higgs decaying into

lepton pairs consists essentially of two isolated, back to back particles with high transverse

momentum and only little or no additional activity in the detector. Therefore, in a first step

the candidates for the Higgs decay particles are selected from tracks with high transverse

momentum in the central region of the detector. Furthermore, the candidate tracks are

required to be back to back. Events are then classified according to whether the candidate

tracks belong to an identified electron, muon or nothing of both. Trigger conditions and

non ep background suppression criteria are imposed. No distinction is made between the

tt and er topology on the preselection level, which means that the final selection cuts (see
chapter 4) are applied to exactly the same preselected subsample.

3.1 Data Sets

The data sets used in this analysis comprise the data from the HERA I running period
of the years 1996, 1997, 1999 and 2000. Table 3.1 shows the lepton beam charge, the

centre of mass energy (y/s) and the collected luminosity (all subtriggers) by HI for the

different years. The higher centre of mass energy in the years >1998 became possible by
an increased proton momentum of 920 GeV (before: 820 GeV).

The luminosity is given after the following corrections:

• Run1 quality: All runs are assigned a quality, which can be poor, medium or good.
A poor run is a run where at least one major detector component such as CJC or

LAr calorimeter is off. This analysis considers only medium or good quality runs.

• Trigger phase: From the beginning until the end of a luminosity fill2 different running

1A run is a data taking period, for which the detector conditions and trigger settings are constant.

2A luminosity fill is one filling of the HERA accelerator with electron and proton bunches.

31
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Year Lepton Beam Charge yfi [GeV] Luminosity [pb *

1996

1997

1999

2000

+

+

+

+

300

300

318

318

7.47

18.85

14.20

47.60

Total 88.12

Table 3.1: Properties of the different data sets used.

conditions with different rates of non-ep physics are passed through. The central

trigger has different prescale schemes called trigger phases to adapt to these different

background situations. For stable ep-running conditions the trigger phase must be

between 2 and 4.

• High voltage requirement: High voltage "on" is required for the following systems
used in the analysis: CJC, Luminosity System, LAr calorimeter, SPACAL, instru¬

mented iron.

• Satellite bunch correction as described in section 2.2.5.

• Dead-time correction: When an event passes the LI trigger, the pipeline is stopped
and HI does not read in new events until the triggered event is read out or rejected

by a higher trigger level. This so-called dead-time is typically of the order of a few

percent. It is calculated run-wise.

Not all HERA I data sets are used in this analysis. Most importantly the e~ data

collected in the years 1998 and 1999 and corresponding to a luminosity of about 11 pb-1 is

discarded due to bad background conditions and an unacccptably low tracking efficiency

[42]. Especially for the isolation criteria discussed in section 4.2 a good tracking efficiency
is required. Other run periods were discarded also, namely runs with a shifted z-vertex

position and runs with a so-called minimum bias trigger setup were discarded.

Because of uniformly continuous running conditions, the years of 1996, 1997 and the

years 1999, 2000 are combined together. Therefore, the analysis distinguishes only two

data sets, which are hereafter called the 96/97 and 99/00 data set, respectively. All MC

used to compare with the 96/97 data set was simulated and reconstructed for 1997 run¬

ning conditions and the MC used to compare with the 99/00 data set was simulated and

reconstructed for 1999 and 2000 running conditions.

3.2 Selection of the candidates

The selection of particle candidates originating from a heavy doubly charged Higgs starts

from tracks. Only tracks, which fulfil a standard set of quality criteria, the so-called

Lee West track criteria [43], are considered throughout this analysis. Additionally, tracks

pointing to calorimeter cracks (see section 2.2.2) are discarded, because the electron iden¬

tification efficiency for electrons going into cracks is much reduced.
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First the transverse momentum Pt and the pseudorapidity n of the tracks are studied.

These two quantities are defined as:

Pt=^P2x+P2, and n = -log ( tan- J . (3.1)

See section 2.2 for the definition of the x and y directions as well as the polar angle 9.

The pseudorapidity is approximately equal to the rapidity3, if the mass of the particle is

small compared to its energy. The advantage of this quantity over the polar angle is that

rapidity differences are invariant under Lorentz boosts. The pseudorapidity is monotoni-

cally decreasing with increasing polar angle and is zero for a polar angle of 90 degrees.

Figure 3.1 shows the Pt and 77 distributions of the Higgs decay particles on generator

level for a signal MC of elastically produced H++ of a mass of M = 100 GeV. Each plot
contains two entries per event, one for each daughter particle of the Higgs. The plots on

the left (right) side were done for a Higgs decay into tt (er).

3The rapidity is well-known from special relativity theory
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Figure 3.1: Generator level Pt (upper) and n (lower) spectra of the Higgs decay particles

for tt (left) and er (right). The vertical bars in the r\ distributions denote the central

region, in which the candidates are required to be.

The candidates have a tendency to go in the forward direction. This effect gets even

stronger as the Higgs mass increases, because a heavier Higgs means that a larger fraction

of the proton's energy is required for its production. Thus, the Higgs gets boosted in the

proton direction. Nevertheless, the CJC acceptance (see section 2.2.1) requires tracks in

the central region. The cut chosen here is:

Candidate tracks within 20° < 0 < 140°

The cut is indicated by the vertical bars in the r\ distributions of Figure 3.1. In the

case of a 100 GeV Higgs about 80% of the candidates end up in the acceptance region.

Additionally, a veto against ep events with small electron scattering angles is used:
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No identified electron4 in the SPACAL (153° < 9e < 177.5°)

The total cross section for deep inelastic scattering in ep-collisions is proportional to

l/<54, where Q2 is the square of the transferred momentum of the exchanged photon. By

using the lepton inelasticity y, Q2 can be related to the transverse momentum of the final

state particles by [44]:
Q2(i-y) = Plhfs = Ple- (3-2)

Pr,hfs and Pr,e are the transverse momenta of the hadronic final state and the scattered

electron respectively. The last equality in (3.2) holds because in neutral current reactions

the scattered electron balances the momentum of the hadronic final state. A steeply falling
cross section in Q2 is therefore also steeply falling in Pt and consequently it is a good idea to

cut on the transverse momentum of the candidates in order to reduce the neutral current

background5. All tracks in an event in the accepted 9 region are P^-ordered. The two

tracks with largest transverse momentum are considered as candidates. They must meet

the following requirements:

Faster candidate track PT > 10 GeV

Slower candidate track Pt > 5 GeV

In Figure 3.2 the Pt spectra of the faster versus the slower candidate for tt (left) end

er (right) are displayed. Again, the MC samples used contain elastically produced Higgs
of a mass of 100 GeV. Because a large fraction of the original r momentum is carried away

undetected by one or more neutrinos, these Pt spectra are already much softer than the

spectra from Figure 3.1. For the er channel (right) it has to be noted that the electron

candidate has a much harder Pt spectrum than the r candidate and therefore it almost

always fulfils the Pt requirement on the faster candidate. Therefore, the r candidate for

er only has to fulfil the requirement on the slower candidate (vertical line). It should also

be noted, that the transverse momentum of all candidates increases with increasing Higgs
mass.

4Electron identification is described in section 3.5.1

5The different backgrounds are discussed in section 3.7.1
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Figure 3.2: Pt of the faster versus Pt of the slower candidate track for a Higgs signal of 100

Ge V. The candidates correspond to the charged daughter particles of the r leptons or to the

direct electron in the case of er. For er the faster candidate almost always coincides with

the direct electron and fulfils Pt > 10 GeV easily. The two lines denote the Pt conditions

for the candidates. The upper right quadrant is allowed.

The Pt and 77 distributions of the pseudoscattered6 leptons on generator level are shown

in Figure 3.3, again for elastically produced Higgs of a mass of 100 GeV. The Pt distribu¬

tions of the pseudoscattered e~ (left) and r_ (right) are softer than those for the candidates

(see Figure 3.2). The difference between the PT spectra of the e~ and r~ are due to their

different masses. Setting mT = me on generator level results in almost identical spectra.

The pseudoscattered leptons tend to go even more in the forward (proton) direction than

the Higgs decay products, because unlike the former, the latter can acquire a considerable

transverse boost from the Higgs decay. The vertical bar in the n distributions corresponds
to the 9 = 20° acceptance cut. Thus, by considering the tracks with highest Pt in the

accepted region in 9 as candidates, the impurity obtained from pseudoscattered leptons

ending up as candidates is expected to be small.

The notion pseudoscattered should indicate that the scattered lepton has undergone a charge inversion

and has even changed lepton flavour in case of er.
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Figure 3.3: Generator level PT (upper) and r\ (lower) spectra of the pseudoscattered lepton

for tt (left) and er (right). The vertical bar in the n distributions denotes the forward

boundary of the central region, in which the candidates are required to be.

3.3 Back to back Topology

The r/çA-distance between two tracks is defined as:

^ = x/Ar?2 + AcA2. (3.3)

For particles, which are back to back in 4> (A(p = 7r) this distance will be > tt. Unless

the H++ itself has a non negligible transverse momentum compared to its mass, the decay

particles will have to be back to back in </> for reasons of momentum conservation. The

RrjfP distribution of the candidates in Figure 3.4 shows a clear peak at R^ ~ n. It is thus

possible to cut on i?^:

Candidate tracks separated: Rv<p > 2.5
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This cut removes background from high energetic jets, which have more than one track

of high transverse momentum in a small region of the 7?c!>-space.
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Figure 3.4: Distance in rj(p between the two candidates for tt (left) and er (right). The

vertical bar denotes the minimum required ncß-distance.

3.4 Non ep Background Suppression

In order to reduce the non ep physics background a set of offline background finders has

been written [45]. These finders aim at detecting events originating from cosmics or from

interactions of the proton beam halo7 with surrounding material like collimators or the

beam pipe, so-called beam-wall interactions. Both of these backgrounds are made up of

muons, which are able to penetrate through the external concrete shielding of the experi¬

ment because of their minimum ionisation property. The halo muon background is parallel
to the proton beam direction.

Figure 3.5 shows the number of signal events, which are rejected for Higgs decays into

tt and er after selection of the candidates. The only background finder, which cuts away

more than 1% of the generated signal events is the C0SLAR finder in the case of a Higgs

decay into tt. It is a cosmic finder based on liquid argon information only. All finders

except COSLAR are used.

In order to reject cosmic background an additional requirement on the timing of the

CJC can be used. The CJC track reconstruction software provides an event To based on

the drift time information for the different tracks with a resolution of about 1 ns. This time

stamp is required to be within ±4.8 ns around a BC as given by the HERA clock. More

than 99.9% of the ep events are within this time window. Cosmic background on the other

hand is asynchronous to the HERA clock. This cut only applies to data because non-ep

physics is not modelled in MC.

7The proton beam halo designates protons, which are on stable orbits but outside the beam core.
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Figure 3.5: Number of signal events rejected by the different background finders in an elastic

signal MC sample of 10000 events with Higgs mass 100 GeV for tt (left) and er (right).

If one of the candidates is a muon (see section 3.5.2) an additional requirement for

cosmics suppression is used. The sum of the polar angles (as taken from the candidate's

non vertex constrained track) of the candidates is required to differ from 180
°

by at least

10°:

|£0- 180°| > 10°

Basically no signal is lost due to this cut as can be seen from Figure 3.6, where £#
is shown for events for the tt decay topology and a Higgs mass of 100 GeV. Instead, the

signal is boosted into the forward direction.

TT

P

S3 10'=-

40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Y^Qcand [°]

Figure 3.6: Yl@ °f ^e candidates for a tt signal MC of a 100GeV Higgs. The region
enclosed by the vertical bars is cut away.
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Beam-gas and beam-wall interactions are suppressed by requiring that the z-Vertex of

the event should lie within ±35 cm around the nominal vertex.

Criteria Suppressed Background

Background Finders

\TgJC-TBC\< 4.8ns

Jè0-18O°| < 10°

\zvtx\ < 35cm

Cosmics, Beam halo events

Cosmics

Cosmics

Beam-gas, Beam-wall

Table 3.2: Summary: non-ep physics suppression

3.5 Event Classification

Different event classes are defined according to the decay modes of the r particles (s) in¬

volved in the event. Each event is then classified into exactly one event class. The definition

of the different decay classes is imposed from r decay modes, which can be reliably dis¬

tinguished. Only electronic, muonic and hadronic decay modes are distinguished. Their

relative branching ratios are summarised in Table 3.3.

r Decay Mode BR

evevT

pußuT

huT...

17.8%

17.4%

64.8%

Table 3.3: r decay modes and branching ratios (BR) from [9j. h stands for a charged
hadron.

This leads to the event classes ee, pp, ep, ej, pj and jj for tt and the classes ee, ep

and ej for er. j denotes hadronic r decay i.e. a r-jet. The branching ratios for these

event classes can be easily derived from Table 3.3 and are given in Table 3.4. This event

classification will allow to adapt the subsequent selection cuts to the background situation

in the individual event classes.

Event Class BR TT BR er

ee

ep

cj

pp

M

jj

3.2%

6.2%

23.1%

3.0%

22.6%

42.0%

17.8%

17.4%

64.8%

Table 3.4: Branching ratios of the different event classes for tt and er. The er branching
ratios are equal to those of a single r decay (see Table 3.3).
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The classification procedure checks for each candidate track if it is linked to an identified

electron or an identified muon. The identification procedures for electrons and muons are

shortly described below. Each candidate track, which is not explicitly linked to an electron

or a muon is at this step regarded as r-jet. It is explicitly stated here that no jet finder

algorithm is used to identify r-jets. For the tt decay topology the ee and pp event

classes are discarded, because of their small branching ratio and because there is a risk of

double counting when combining the results from the tt analysis with the other dedicated

searches for H±:t —> ee and H±i: —> pp.

3.5.1 Electron Identification

The HI electron identification in the LAr calorimeter is based on the criteria formulated

in [46]. First calorimeter clusters, which have at least 2 GeV and more than 50% of their

energy in the electromagnetic part of the calorimeter are preselected. Then the clusters are

merged into an envelope, which is defined by a cone of 7.5 degrees opening angle, starting

at a distance of 1 m from the barycentre of the seed cluster. The envelope is truncated

after the first hadronic layer of the calorimeter. After this procedure all merged clusters

are considered as electron candidates if they fulfil:

• The electromagnetic energy is larger than 5 GeV

• The fraction of electromagnetic energy Eem/Etot > 0.94 + 0.05 • cos (9

• A track is found matching to the cluster within a cone of R^ < 0.1 [47]. For the ee

event class the starting radius (first hit in the CJC) of the electron track is required

to be smaller than 30 cm. This cut reduces late photoconversion from Compton

background in ee.

• The energy in a cone of R^ < 0.5 around the electron candidate (not counting the

electron energy) is less than 5% of the electron energy [47]. This means that the

electron has to be isolated in the calorimeter.

3.5.2 Muon Identification

Several muon identification procedures are in use at HI [48, 49]. Most procedures make

use of the instrumented iron (s. section 2.2.3), which most high PT muons reach because

of their minimum ionisation property. The combination of hits in different layers of the

instrumented iron (s. section 2.2.3) yields so-called iron tracks [50], defined by the impact

point in the iron and a direction. Each iron track must meet a set of quality criteria, which

can be found in [51].
In this analysis no explicit link between an iron track and a track of the central tracker

is required but each iron track is required to match a central track within a distance of

Rv4> < 0.5.

Muon identification efficiencies and misidentification probabilities for hadrons are given

in [51]. For muons with Pt > 5 GeV, the identification efficiency is > 90% and the

probability to wrongly identify hadrons (pions, kaons) as muons is below 2%.
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Another muon identification procedure relies on the LAr calorimeter and the central

tracker alone. This procedure is also described in detail in [49]. A central track for a

muon candidate is extrapolated into the calorimeter where the deposited energy inside and

outside of cylinders of radius 15 cm and 30 cm around the track are determined. These

quantities are used to define a muon quality criteria, which is a number between 0 and

3. Candidates, which have a quality of 3 ("good muons"), are also regarded as muons in

this analysis. The efficiency for the LAr based muon identification is about 70% for muons

with momentum > 3 GeV and the misidentification probability (pion identified as muon)
for quality 3 muons is below 2%.

3.6 Trigger

In order to determine the efficiency, by which doubly charged Higgs signal events in the

acceptance region are triggered by the HI detector, a subset of LI subtriggers has to be

chosen and their combined efficiency determined. For data it will be required that at least

one of the subtriggers has fired8 and for MC the trigger efficiencies will be applied.
The subtriggers used in this analysis are given in Table 3.5. The main trigger ele¬

ments, as explained in section 2.2.4, for each subtrigger are given as well as the mean

(lumiweighted) LI prescale factors and the L2 condition for subtrigger ST71. For each

subtrigger a set of non ep physics veto conditions, the so-called global options are applied.

Examples and definitions for such global options can be found elsewhere [52].

STNr. Main trigger elements Mean LI prescale L2 condition

ST18 Mu_ECQ kk DCRPh_Ta kk DCRPh.THig 1.33 —

ST34 Mu_Bar kk DCRPhJTa kk DCRPhJTHig 1.18 —

ST66 LAr_IF>l kk LAr_Etmiss>2 1.00 —

ST67 LAr_electron>l 1.00 —

ST71 LAr_BR kk DCRPh_Tc 1.04 LAr-BigT-miss
ST77 LAr_Etmiss>l 1.00 —

Table 3.5: Subtriggers used in the analysis and their mean (lumiweighted) LI prescale

factors. The notation "kk " denotes logical AND operation of two trigger elements.

3.6.1 Trigger Efficiencies

For all event classes containing electrons the most important subtrigger is ST67, which is

exactly supposed to trigger electrons in the LAr calorimeter and which is also unprescaled

(see Table 3.5). Its efficiency was determined to be close to 100% in [52] for electrons with

energies > 10 GeV. The electron energy for events in ep and ej classes for the tt decay
channel is shown in figure 3.7 for a 100 GeV elastically produced Higgs signal.

I.e. all selected subtriggers are combined in a logical OR.
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Figure 3.7: Electron energy for event classes ep and ej for the tt decay channel. The

Higgs mass is at 100 GeV. To the right of the vertical line at 10 GeV the trigger efficiency
is approximately 100%.

For electron energies below 10 GeV the trigger efficiency was shown in [52] to drop

steeply with decreasing energy. Therefore, the following requirement is imposed:

Electron energy > 10 GeV.

At this level of the preselection 7% of the remaining signal in ep and ej are lost due to

this requirement for a Higgs mass of 100 GeV. For the er decay channel the losses are much

smaller, because in this case the electron energy is much harder. No efficiency correction

is applied to surviving events in electron classes, but a systematic uncertainty of 0.5% is

assigned to these events [52].

For the tt decay channel there are two non-electron event classes, namely pj and jj,
which are treated separately.

pij trigger efficiency

Because there is only a small amount of pj events in data, the trigger efficiency can

not be determined from data directly. Instead it is argued here, that the signature of this

event topology in the LAr calorimeter is a signature of missing transverse energy. The

muon, because of its minimum ionisation property, deposits only a small amount of energy

(typically a few GeV) in the calorimeter, while the jet in the opposite hemisphere will

usually be completely absorbed. The LAr signature is thus roughly the same as that for

charged current events. The LAr triggers used here,

ST66 || ST67 || ST71 || ST779,

9
"| |" denotes logical OR.
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are HI standard triggers for charged current analyses [40, 52]. The most important sub-

trigger is ST77, which triggers missing transverse energy. The combined trigger efficiency
is determined by pseudo-charged current events [53]. These are neutral current events,

where the scattered electron was removed in order to obtain a high statistics data sample,
which closely resembles the charged current topology. With this data sample the trigger

efficiency of the above triggers was determined e.g. in [51] as a function of the scatter¬

ing angle "fhfs and the transverse momentum PT*S of the hadronic final state10. These

quantities are shown for the pj class for a 100 GeV Higgs in figure 3.8. Unlike NC or CC

jets, high energetic r-jets are usually contained in a single trigger tower. Therefore, the

pseudocharged current trigger efficiency as determined above is a conservative estimate of

the true trigger efficiency.

TT TT

P^s [GeV]

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

ryhfs TOT

Figure 3.8: P£/s (left) and ^s (right) for the pj class for a 100 GeV Higgs.

The LAr triggers are complemented with the muon triggers ST18 and ST34. These trig¬

gers were studied in [54], where it was shown that their efficiencies are correctly described

in the trigger simulation for MC. Muon trigger efficiencies are therefore taken directly from

the MC. LI Trigger prescales as well as the L2 condition for ST71 are taken into account

as described in [55]. Each event is then assigned a combined trigger efficiency £com&:

£comb — 1 — (1 — £pscc) (1 — £ß)- (3.4)

Here ep8cc is the efficiency for the LAr triggers (see above) determined from pseudo¬

charged current data and eß is the prescale corrected efficiency of the muon triggers (ST18,
ST34). Scomb c&n then be regarded as probability to trigger the considered event. The

efficiency distribution for the signal MC sample for a Higgs of 100 GeV (see Figure 3.9)
yields a mean efficiency of 0.95.

jj trigger efficiency
For the jj channel the trigger efficiency is determined from a neutral current data sample

The hadronic final state is the momentum 4-vector containing all hadrons and jets of an event.
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Figure 3.9: The signal efficiency of single events distribution for the pj event class for a

Higgs signal of 100 GeV.

where the scattered electron is detected in the SPACAL calorimeter. The subtrigger ST9

serves as monitor trigger.

ST Nr. Main trigger elements Mean LI prescale L2 condition

ST9 SPCLe_IET>l 2.23 SPCL_R30

The preselection of jj events is run exactly as for the final analysis with the following

changes:

• Events with electrons in the SPACAL are not rejected.

• Events with electrons in the LAr calorimeter are rejected.

The efficiency is then determined as:

#events triggered by analysis && monitor triggers
£ — 7, : r~, : : • (3-5)

#events triggered by monitor trigger

This efficiency is displayed in Figure 3.10 as a function of the PT cut on the higher

Pt candidate. Pt of the lower Pt candidate is required to be more than 5 GeV as in

the analysis preselection. The hatched regions are the corresponding efficiencies and error

bands obtained from the MC trigger simulation for a neutral current MC with 1 < Q2 <

150 GeV2. The efficiency errors in Figure 3.10 are calculated according to the formula [53]:

Se = max (3.6)

where N0 is the total number of events in the considered bin. For the operating point
of this analysis (PT > 10 GeV) the trigger simulation is describing the data within the

errors. Thus, for the jj event class the trigger simulation is used in all MC samples and a

systematic error of 5% is assigned to the trigger efficiency.
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Figure 3.10: The signal efficiency distribution for the jj event class as determined from
the ST9 monitor trigger sample as a function of the Pt cut on the faster candidate. The

left (right) plot shows the efficiency for the 99/00 (96/97) dataset. The large efficiency
errors in 96/97 are due to low statistics.

3.7 Data - MC comparison

3.7.1 The Background MC

The set of background MC samples used to compare to the data obtained after the pre¬

selection is composed of the samples summarised in Table 3.6. Neutral current processes

for different regions in Q2 and the di-lepton productions ee, pp and tt from SM processes

are considered. The contribution from charged current was found to be negligible (about 1

event in the jj event class after preselection). All background MC samples were produced
for both datasets separately.

• Photoproduction (7p, Q2 < 1 GeV2 )
For Q2 < 1 GeV2 a PYTHIA61 [56] MC sample is used. The sample consists of direct

and resolved contributions from uds, c and b quarks. In order to keep the number

of events in the sample small a generator level cut on px > 10 GeV is imposed, pt

is the transverse momentum of the incoming particles of the hard subprocess. The

Pt distribution after preselection for a 7p-sample without the generator level cut can

be seen in Figure 3.11. The luminosity as calculated from PYTHIA61 is divided by a

global factor of 1.2 as was determined in [57].

• Low Q2 (1< Q2 < 100 GeV2)
For 1 < Q2 < 100 GeV2 a RAPGAP28 [58] MC with DIS scattering is used. The

background for this kinematical region is expected to be small because most events

produce a scattered electron in the SPACAL acceptance, with the effect that these

events are almost completely rejected on preselection level already.
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Figure 3.11: Pt distribution after preselection for a PYTHIA61 MC sample without the

constraint onpT- The vertical line denotes the generator level cut.

High Q2 (Q2 > 100 GeV2)
For Q2 > 100 GeV2 the DJANG0H13 [59] MC generator is used. Contributions from

heavy quarks are included. QCD parton dynamics are modelled by the colour dipole
model (CDM) [60].

Di-e//x/r production
The GRAPE MC generator [61] is used for the simulation of di-lepton final states.

All electroweak processes are included. A minimal transverse momentum for both

leptons of Pt > 4 GeV and a minimal invariant mass M > 4 GeV are required. All

three samples (ee, pp and tt) were produced separately for the elastic, quasielastic
and inelastic régimes, which means Q2 = 0 GeV2, 0 < Q2 < 1 GeV2 and Q2 > 1 GeV2

at the proton vertex respectively.

Background Generator C [pb-1] Main cuts

7P PYTHIA61 83.3 0 < Q2 < 1 GeV2, pt > 10 GeV

NC Low Q2 RAPGAP28 174 KQ2<100GeV2
NC High Q2 DJANG0H13 520 Q2> 100 GeV2

SMee GRAPE 1712 Mee>4GeV, Pr>4GeV
SM pp GRAPE 1990 Mw>4GeV, P£>4GeV
SM TT GRAPE 2282 MTT >4GeV, Pf >4GeV

Table 3.6: Set of background MC samples for comparison with the 99/00 data set. For the

96/97 data set a similar set ofMC samples was used but with slightly different luminosities.

See the text for a more detailed description.
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Figure 3.12: Number of Muons for data and background MC (left) and for a TT-Higgs

signal of 100 GeV (right). The discrepancy between data and background MC results from
events with more than one muon.

3.7.2 Data - MC discrepancies

At this stage, the set of MC samples presented in the previous section is compared to the

data. Control distributions yield a good agreement between data and MC in general. The

remaining discrepancies are discussed in the following sections.

3.7.2.1 ep Event Class

In the ep event class at the current stage of the selection the number of surviving events

are:

Dataset Data EMC
99/00
96/97

141

52

108

46

The discrepancy, mainly seen in the 99/00 dataset, comes from events with more than

one muon, as can be seen in figure 3.12. It could be due to several reasons. For instance

remaining Cosmics or an insufficient/absent modelling of multi-muon final states (e.g.
originating from vector mesons) in the MC could cause such a behaviour. The reason is of

no interest for this analysis, instead it is required that

there must be exactly one identified muon in the e/x event class.

The right side of Figure 3.12 shows the number of identified muons in a signal sample
for a 100 GeV Higgs decaying into tt. Only 1% of the events, which are selected in the ep

event class, have more than 1 muon. These are events where both r's have decayed into

muons, but accidentally the scattered electron is taken as r candidate.
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3.7.2.2 Forward Region

Another disagreement between data and MC is observed in the ej event class at this stage

of the selection for r-jets at polar angles 9 < 50° (see Figure 3.13). For small polar angles
the MC clearly overshoots the data.

ihfs [°] ejet [°]

Figure 3.13: Scattering angle -yhfs of the hadronic final state (left) and 9 of the jet (right)
for the ej event class in the 99/00 dataset. The discrepancy for angles < 50

°
is manifest.

Several types of tracks are reconstructed at HI: central, forward and combined tracks.

Central (forward) tracks are based on information of the central (forward) tracker alone

(see Figure 2.3). Combined tracks on the other hand use hits from the central and the

forward tracker. The 9 acceptance cut (9 > 20 °) requires the candidates to pass through
the CJCl and therefore most of the tracks even in the region 20 < 9 < 50° are of type

central. This is illustrated for the 99/00 dataset in Figure 3.14. Forward tracks are badly
modelled in the MC and are therefore rejected. However, the main discrepancy comes from

central tracks (see Figure 3.13, right).
Several possible causes for the bad description of the forward region were investigated

(e.g. dead material correction in the simulation, vertex smearing, MC fragmentation

scheme, etc.). The only quantity found to have an impact on the forward region alone

was the isolation of the r-jet candidate. In section 4.2 the r-jet candidates are required
to be isolated in the sense that no additional track is allowed in a cone in the r?</>-space
between 0.15 < Rv^ < 1.5. The inner boundary (0.15) of this cut is chosen such as to

allow for high energetic (narrow) 3-prong r-jets. As is shown in section 4.2 the cut is

very efficient in removing non signal-like jets, but for reasons of data-MC comparisons the

number of surviving events in the preselection should not be too small. Therefore, only a

soft version of this cut is introduced here:

Not more than 3 tracks in 0.15 < Rn<^ < 1.5 around a r-jet candidate allowed.

Figure 3.15 shows the scattering angle of the hadronic final state and the jet for the

ej event class after this isolation cut on r-jets for the 99/00 dataset. The forward region
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Figure 3.14: Track types for the jet candidate in the ej event class for 9jet < 50° in

logarithmic (left) and linear (right) scale.

is clearly better described compared to Figure 3.13. In the 96/97 dataset on the other

hand, in the region 25 < 9jet < 50° a discrepancy is still apparent. Its cause is however

not known.
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Figure 3.15: Scattering angle 'jh./s of the hadronic final state (left) and 9 of the jet (right)
for the ej event class after the soft isolation cut. The description of the forward region for

99/00 (upper plots) has clearly improved w.r.t. Figure 3.13. For the 96/97 (lower plots)
dataset the forward region is still problematic.
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3.7.3 r-Jet refinement

At this stage all candidates, which are not tagged as electrons or muons are candidates for

r-jets. Unidentified muons and electrons will therefore contaminate the jet class. In order

to get rid of unidentified muons, a simple cut on the ratio of the transverse energy measured

in the calorimeter to the transverse momentum of the track can be applied. Unlike jets,

muons deposit only a small fraction of their energy in the calorimeter. In Figure 3.16

the ratio Et/Pt is shown for muons in the GRAPE MC. The transverse energy Et is the

uncalibrated transverse energy, which is linked to the candidate.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Et/Pt

Figure 3.16: Ratio of transverse energy over transverse momentum for muons in the MC.

For r-jet candidates it is therefore required that:

ETet > 0.4 • PTrack.

Only a small amount of events is rejected by this cut in data and MC as can be seen in

Figure 3.17 for the 99/00 dataset. The normalisation mismatch in the jj event class (right
plot) is discussed later.

3.7.4 Control Distributions

The number of surviving events after preselection is summarised in Table 3.7. The largest

discrepancies between data and MC are found in the jj class (about 4 a) for 99/00 and in

the ej class (about 6 o) for 96/97. The latter discrepancy is due to a still badly described

forward region in the DJANG0 MC for 96/97 despite the isolation cut described in section

3.7.2.2. All discrepancies are substantially reduced by subsequent selection cuts.

In the following, a set of control distributions is shown for ej and jj event classes.

Unfortunately the other event classes suffer from low statistics after preselection already.

In Figure 3.18 the number of surviving events after preselection for the different event

classes can be seen. Contributions from different background MC samples are also dis¬

played. As expected, the largest background after the preselection is found in the ej event
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Figure 3.17: Et/Pt for jet candidates in data and MC for the 99/00 dataset for the ej
class (left) and jj class (right). The vertical bar denotes the cut position.

Dataset ep

Data MC

ej
Data MC

ßj
Data MC

jj
Data MC

ee

Data MC

99/00
96/97

43 41

14 16

7467 7461

2716 3042

7 5.6

5 2.6

380 304

148 131

61 76

34 34

Table 3.7: Number of surviving events after preselection for different event classes and for
both datasets.

class. It originates from high Q2 NC. Di-lepton production plays only a minor role at this

stage of the selection. In the jj event class photoproduction (Q2 «0) is dominant.
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Figure 3.18: Number of surviving events after preselection for the different event classes

for 99/00 (left) and 96/97 (right).

The missing transverse momentum Pj,Uss for the ej and jj event classes is shown in
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Figure 3.19. The normalisation mismatches in the jj class (99/00) is evident. But the

shapes of the distributions are described.

15 20 25 30

ej: P^Ilss [GeV] ej: P£Uss[GeV]

• Data

Dyp
HighQ/

LTJLowQ2 v
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jj: P^ItSB [GeV]

10 15 20 25 30

jj: P£hss[GcV]

Figure 3.19: Pj,Ilss distributions for the ej (upper) and jj (lower) event classes. Plots on

the left (right) are done for 99/00 (96/97). The normalisation mismatch in jj for 99/00
(lower left) can be clearly seen.
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Final Selection

4.1 Rejection of NC Events

The longitudinal momentum balance of an event is conveniently described with the E — pz

variable, which is just the sum over all particles in an event of their energy minus their

momentum in z-direction:

E-pz= Y, (Ei-P*,i)- (4-1)
particles

Momentum balance demands that this sum is equal to that of the initial state, which is

twice the incoming electron energy, i.e. E — pz — 2Ee = 55 GeV1. In an event where all

produced particles (except for those escaping in the proton beam direction) are within the

detector acceptance, one expects to measure E — pz ~ 55 GeV. Any significant deviation

from that value indicates that some particles have left the detector unobserved. This can

happen e.g. for the scattered electron in photoproduction events or for neutrinos e.g.

originating from r decays.

4.1.1 tt Topology

In the case of H±i: —> tt with 2 r leptons produced mainly in the central region (see Figure

3.1), a significantly reduced E — pz is expected. In Figure 4.1 the E — pz distributions are

shown for the ej and jj classes for both datasets and for a Higgs signal of mass 100 GeV.

The peak at E — pz = 55 GeV can be seen in data and background, while for the signal
E — pz is shifted towards smaller values. The cut is chosen at 45 GeV (vertical lines):

E - pz < 45 GeV.

The deeply inelastic NC background in the jj class is mainly due to unidentified elec¬

trons, which end up as r-jets in this analysis (see section 3.7.3).

The incoming proton has E — pz = 0 GeV because it moves along the positive z-direction.

55
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Figure 4.1: E — pz distributions for the ej and jj event classes for data and background,
as well as for a signal MC of a 100 GeV Higgs. The normalisation mismatch in jj for

99/00 and ej for 96/97 can be clearly seen. The vertical line denotes the cut position.
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The transverse momentum balance of the ej event class is shown in Figure 4.2 (before
the E — pz cut) for the 99/00 dataset. The background could be removed in an equally
efficient way e.g. by imposing P^Uss > 10 GeV but this would also lead to a dramatic loss

in the signal. It seems that the missing transverse momentum of the two r leptons in the

signal is often balanced. Thus, no condition is imposed on P£I%SS for tt.

TT
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Figure 4.

MC of a

2: Pj,Hss distrilmtions for the ej event class for data, background and a tt signal
100 GeV Higgs.

4.1.2 er Topology

For H±i: —-> er there are again two r leptons in the final state but one of them corresponds
the pseudoscattered lepton, which has its momentum favoured parallel to the proton (see
Figure 3.3). Missing energy from the decay of this latter r has therefore only a small

contribution to Pj,Ilss and to missing E — pz. This can be seen in Figure 4.3. The missing

Pt of the two r leptons is less balanced resulting in a harder P^Ilss spectrum w.r.t. Figure

4.2, on the other hand the E — pz spectrum loses much of its discriminative power w.r.t.

Figure 4.1.

Finding an optimised cut on these two quantities would require to run the analysis for

many different cut settings, including all subsequent analysis cuts and then calculate the

expected limit2 on the Higgs production cross section for each cut setting. However, this

procedure has the serious disadvantage to be very time consuming. Therefore, a different

approach is chosen here:

1. All data and MC samples are processed once with all cuts (as described later on)
except for the cut on jet isolation (see section 4.2) and the cut on E —

pz and P^hss.
The jet isolation cut was found to be uncorrelated to E — pz and P^Ilss and is only

2The subsequent cuts and the term "expected limit" are explained in later sections of this thesis. It is

the inherent problem at this stage that for optimising one cut, all other cuts have to be applied in order

to take correlations between cuts into account.
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MC of a

3: E — pz (left) and P£Ilss (right) distributions for the ej event class for a signal
100 GeV Higgs.

dropped here in order to have a higher statistics background sample for the cut

optimisation.

2. The following cut variants are tested:

• P^Iiss > X

• E-pz<Y

• P^Iiss>X QRE-pz <Y

• P*Iiss > X AND E - pz < Y

with the cut ranges 0 < X < 25 GeV and 40 < Y < 59 GeV. For each cut variant

the signal efficiency e and the background expectation B in the ej event class are

determined.

The maximal value of the following estimator [62] is used as a guidance for the

optimal cut:

e—!=- (4-2)
a/2 + y/B

The number a is the number of (Gaussian) standard deviations one would require a

signal to differ from the SM prediction before the SM hypothesis is rejected. Common

practice is to use a = 5, although there is a certain arbitrariness in this choice.

Note, that other commonly used estimators such as S/y/B or S/\/S + B, with S the

number of surviving signal events, tend to fail for analyses, which end up with low

background expectations of the order of a few events. The estimator from (4.2) on

the other hand is also useable for low statistics analyses.
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In Table 4.1 the best cuts according to estimator (4.2) are given for a Higgs mass of

100 GeV. The logical AND combination of the Pj,,iss and E — pz cut produces the highest
estimator value. Therefore, only this latter cut variant is considered further.

Cut X [GeV] Y [GeV] Estimator Maximum

P^liss > X 17.6 — 169.0

E-Pz<Y — 48.8 121.0

pmss > x QRE-pz<Y IIA 40.0 132.9

pmss > x MD E _ pz < y 14.0 47.6 237.4

Table 4.1: Best cut settings according to estimator (4.2) for a 100 GeV Higgs signal. The

logical AND combination of the P£/îSS and E — pz cut is clearly preferred.

For different Higgs masses the optimal values of X and Y according to (4.2) are given
in Table 4.2. The P^Ilss cut (X) is clearly increasing for increasing Higgs masses, as the

P^Uss spectrum in the signal also gets harder. The E — pz (Y) cut on the other hand is

mostly independent of the Higgs mass.

Cut

Value 80 90 100

Mn[
110

GeV]
120 130 140 150

X [GeV]
Y [GeV]

9.4

47.4

12.6

47.6

14.0

47.6

14.6

47.6

19.6

47.6

19.6

47.4

24.8

48.6

24.8

48.6

Table 4.2: Best cut settings for the cut P^.hss > X AND E —

pz < Y as a function of the

Higgs mass.

In order to retain a reasonable sensitivity also for lower Higgs masses, the final cut on

the ej class is chosen to be slightly softer than what was suggested by the estimator:

pMiss > n GeV MD E-pz< 49 GeV.

The cut is shown for NC background and a 100 GeV signal in Figure 4.4.

In the ee event class, the E—pz and Pj,hss spectra have an analogue shape as for ej (see
Figure 4.3) but the background distributions as shown in Figure 4.5 are slightly different.

Generally there is much less background present w.r.t. the ej class. Also there is some

background from di-lepton production at low values of E — pz. Therefore, in the ee event

class only a cut on P^hss is made, namely:

pMiss > 8 GeV#
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Figure 4.5: E — pz (left) and Pj.Ilss (right) distributions for the ee event class (er topology)
for the 99/00 dataset after preselection. The vertical line in the P^hss spectrum denotes

the cut position.

4.1.3 Electron scattering angle

In deep inelastic neutral current reactions the electron scattering angle is closely related

to the transferred momentum squared Q2 via:

Q2 = 2££'(l + cos0e). (4.3)

E and E' are the energies of the incoming and the scattered electron respectively. Since the

deep inelastic scattering cross section drops with 1/Q4, the electron scattering angle 9e will
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peak towards large values. The signal on the other hand is boosted more and more in the

forward direction (see Figure 3.3) with increasing Higgs mass. For tt this is demonstrated

in Figure 4.6, which is done after the E — pz cut. The final cut is:

For all electron classes: 0e < 120 °.

ö
CD

r*

100 120 140

ej: 9e [°]
TT

60 80 100 120 140

ep: 9e [°]

10 40 60 80 100 120 140

ej: 9e [°]

Figure 4.6: 9e for the ej (top left) and ep (top right) event classes for tt. The vertical line

denotes the cut position. The cut removes a considerable amount of background but only

a small amount of signal events (bottom) as shown for the case of a 100 GeV signal. The

signal distribution for other event classes is analogue.

The relative loss in signal events due to this cut as a function of the Higgs mass for the

ej event class in the case of tt is summarised in Table 4.3. The cut affects the signal only
for Higgs masses below ~100 GeV.

For the er decay topology the cut on 9e is only applied in the efi event class. Its

distribution looks identical to Figure 4.6 (top right). The ej and ee event classes are

already relatively background free compared to e.g. ej in tt, such that the 9e cut is simply
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M„ [GeV] 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

AS/S[%] 4.4 2.3 1.2 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table 4.3: Relative loss in signal events for different Higgs masses due to the cut on 9e.

These numbers were calculated for ej in tt but different event classes yield very similar

numbers, since the 9 distribution for the signal does basically not depend on the particle

type.

not needed there. The reason for the better background situation in er is the much harsher

cut on P£Uss and E — pz (see previous section). The number of surviving events in data

and background for both topologies after this cut is summarised in Tables 4.4 up to 4.7 on

the line "9e < 120".

4.2 Isolation Criteria

In contrast to jets from NC events, high energetic r-jets are completely contained in a

narrow cone around the initial r momentum. Furthermore in a signal from a massive

doubly charged Higgs, the Higgs decay products are back-to-back and also mostly isolated

from the rest of the event (pseudoscattered lepton, proton remnant). This isolation is

therefore exploited using all tracks in the event, which fulfil the Lee West track quality
criteria. For this purpose two cones around the candidate tracks are defined:

• Inner cone: R^ < 0.15

• Outer cone: R^ < 1.5

The outer cone is chosen such that it covers a region large enough to separate NC jets

(with several or many tracks inside that cone) from r-jets. Still the outer cone does not

include the second candidate track, since the candidates are back-to-back and therefore

AP^"dîdates > tt. The inner cone is chosen such as to contain all tracks originating from a

r decay e.g. all charged particles from a 3-prong r decay.
The 770-distance between a r-jet and its closest track is displayed in Figure 4.7 for a

signal of a 100 GeV Higgs. For 1-prong r-jets the closest track in r)<f> is usually the second

candidate, which explains the peak at ARv<f, ~ tt, while 3-prong r-jets have their closest

track well inside the inner cone (left vertical line).

The following quantities are then defined:

• #prongs = Number of good quality tracks3 within the inner cone, including the

candidate track.

def
• #outside tracks = Number of good quality tracks between the inner and outer cone.

3See section 3.2 for an explanation of the term "good quality track"
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Figure 4.7: né-Distance between T-jet candidates and their closest track. The vertical lines

denote the inner and outer cone.

4.2.1 Lepton Isolation

Electrons and muons originating from r decays are all 1-prongs. Also in most signal events

there is no additional track between the inner and outer cone around a lepton candidate.

It can however happen that the pseudoscattered lepton comes into the acceptance region
and this will then show up in the 7/0-region between the inner and outer cone of one of the

candidates.

In the SM background also most leptons are 1-prongs and relatively isolated, e.g. the

scattered electron in NC or di-lepton production. But in some cases leptons can also appear

within or close to jets, e.g. from (semi-)leptonic meson decays.
Since especially the lepton classes ep and ee are already low on background, and since

signal and background look similar as far as lepton isolation is concerned, only a very soft

isolation requirement is used for leptons:

For all lepton candidates: #prongs = 1 AND #outside tracks < 1.

Notably the requirement "#outside tracks < 1" allows for the possibility to have the

pseudoscattered lepton in the acceptance region.

4.2.2 Hadron Isolation

As mentioned above the main use of isolation criteria is the distinction between r-jets and

other jets. The cut used here is:

For all r-jet candidates: #outside tracks = 0.

The cut does still allow for 3-prong r decays since all tracks from the r will be contained

in the inner cone (see Figure 4.7) and will therefore not be counted as outside tracks. It
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does however not allow for the pseudoscattered lepton to end up between the inner and

outer cone of a r-jet candidate. Two quantities can be used to visualise the events, which

are affected by this cut:

def
• Hciose = 77</>-distance to the closest track outside of the inner cone of R = 0.15.

If a r-jet candidate in an event is found with RciOSe > 1-5 the candidate will pass the

cut since in that case there is no track within 0.15 < R < 1.5.

def
• Rfar = ??0-distance to the furthermost track inside the outer cone of R — 1.5.

If there's no track within R = 1.5 then Rfar = 0. If a r-jet candidate in an event

is found with RjaT < 0.15 the candidate will pass the cut because there is no track

within 0.15 < R < 1.5.

In the Rdose and Rfar distributions the number of events, which survive or are rejected

by the cut described above can be seen. This is exactly the advantage over a plot, which

just contains the r/0-distance to all other tracks in the event.

Figure 4.8 shows the Rciose and Rfar distributions for the 99/00 dataset for the ej and

jj classes at the current cut level (tt selection). For the ej class of the er selection, the pj
class (tt) and for the old dataset the distributions are similar but with smaller statistics.

The number of surviving events in data and background for both topologies after this cut

is summarised in Tables 4.4 up to 4.7 on the line "Isolation".
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Figure 4.8: Jet isolation variables Rdose and RjaT as described in the text for the ej (top)
and jj (middle and bottom) event classes. For jj both jets enter the plots, therefore the

number of events is half the number of jets. Events/jets to the left (right) of the vertical

line in the Rdose (Rfar) distribution are rejected. From the signal distributions (bottom
plots, 100 GeV Higgs) it becomes clear that the bulk of the events/jets survives.
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4.3 Inelastic Background

At this stage of the selection, most of the remaining background in the ej and jj event

classes has an additional activity in the forward region in form of forward tracks and/or
clusters in the LAr. This is illustrated with an event display picture for an example NC

background event in Figure 4.9. The tracks and clusters in the forward region of this

picture belong to the broken up proton remnant as a consequence of the inelasticity of the

event.

Run 259655 Event 1994349416 Class: 4 7 8 11 16 19 25 28 29 Date 14/04/2005
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Figure 4.9: An event display (side-view) of a typical NC background event in the MC after
the jet isolation cut. The isolated electron (lower hemisphere) and the isolated jet (upper
hemisphere) can be clearly seen, as well as the additional activity in the forward region.

The signal on the other hand is dominantly produced elastically. From Table 1.3 it

follows that the elastic and quasielastic contributions to the total Higgs production cross

section are 80% for Higgs production via hee and 75% for heT. The SM background for an

elastic signal is very small. The idea is therefore to separate elastic and inelastic events in

order to obtain a pure, background free (especially free from inelastic background) selec¬

tion for the elastically produced Higgs. The inelastic background can be identified by the

use of the following quantity:

def
Vmax = Maximum Pseudorapidity of a LAr calorimeter cluster, which does not belong to

either one of the candidates or any identified electron.
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A large r]max is an indicator for activity, which is not connected to an elastically pro¬

duced signal event, in the forward region. The exclusion of clusters belonging to identified

electrons in the r]max calculation is useful mainly for hee induced Higgs production, because

in that case the pseudoscattered lepton is an electron and has tendency to go into the for¬

ward region (see Figure 3.3). In case the pseudoscattered lepton is a r (er topology), which

decays hadronically, it cannot be distinguished from a proton remnant and therefore rjmax

may be large even for a certain amount of elastic signal events. The following separation

is made:

An event is called inelastic (elastic) for r7max > 2.8 (T7max < 2.8).

This distinction is only made for the ej (tt and er) and jj event classes, where the

inelastic background is large. The separation of events into elastic/inelastic is shown in

Figure 4.10. For the signal most of the elastically produced Higgs (4.10a) end up with

Vmax < 2.8. Inelastically produced Higgs (4.10b) and most data and background events

are inelastic. The r)max distribution for the quasielastic Higgs signal (0 < Q2 < 4 GeV2)
looks very similar to the elastic signal. The jj class shows 3 potentially interesting data

events at r}max = 0 (4.10d), which are not predicted by the background MC, but the

statistics is already very small. The rjmax distribution for ej in the er topology is analogue

to ej in tt.

4.4 Invariant Mass Reconstruction

4.4.1 tt Topology

Since in every r decay there is at least one unobservable neutrino, which carries away a

fraction of the initial r energy, the reconstruction of the invariant mass of a r-pair is not

as straightforward as e.g. for a /^-pair. However, for high energetic r leptons (ET ^> mT)
the invariant mass of the r-pair can be reconstructed, since all particles from the r decay
are contained in a narrow cone around the initial r momentum vector. Assuming in

that case, that the unobserved (neutrino) momenta are parallel to the visible (charged) r

decay particles is therefore a good approximation. Thus with the direction of the neutrino

momenta fixed, there are only the two unknown neutrino energies to be determined.

If the neutrinos can be supposed to be the only source for missing energy in the event,

these neutrino energies can be determined by requiring that the overall momentum balance

should be established in the event. This means:

Evlplx + Ev2pl2+pxvis = rx

Evifa + Erfh+iïi. = rv (4.4)

El/1(l-pll) + E,2(l-pt2) + (E-pz)vis = 55

Here pF,y,z means the x,y or z component of the unit momentum vector of the charged

particle(s) of the r decay. plis,pvvis and (E — pz)vis denote the total visible momentum in

x or y direction, and the total visible E — pz in the event respectively. rx and ry are the x
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Figure 4.10: rjmax distributions for elastically (Q2 = 0 GeV2) (top left) inelastically (Q2 >

4 Ge V2) (top right) produced Higgs and data/background (bottom). Events to the left (right)
of the vertical line are called elastic (inelastic). Events where rjmax is undefined (e.g. events,

where there are only LAr clusters, which belong to one of the candidates) are plotted at

Vmax = 0 and are therefore treated as elastic.

and y component of the missing transverse momentum of the event, e.g. missing pt of the

proton remnant in the beam pipe.

The system of equations (4.4) is over constrained with 3 equations and only 2 unknown

quantities, namely the neutrino energies Ev\ and Ev2. Several ways of solving this system
of equations exist. In this analysis the third equation in (4.4) is used to express Ev2 in terms
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of E„i and the first two equations are combined to the give the total missing transverse

momentum squared r2 = r2 + r2. Finally r2 is minimised w.r.t. Ev\\

Ev2

dr2

dË7i

The calculation yields:

-B

55-(E-Pz)vis-Eul(l-pll)

= 0 (4.5)

Evi =

A

n
-

(PrfPli +P^2^i)(55 -(E- pz)vis) y
D —

(1 £z \
i PvlPvis ^ PvlPvis V1-"/

K1 ~Pv2)

A — (Ï? \2 _i_ (ZV \2 \PvlVv\ +Pi/2Pi/l)(l ~Pul)
A ~

(JVJ + ^l} (T3fe)

Now the invariant mass of the r pair can be reconstructed by adding the calculated

neutrino momenta pvi = Evi • pui to the visible r momenta p\ls (i = 1, 2):

A/2=(Pf'+pI/1+^fa+pw2)2, (4.7)

where all p\,2,v\,vi are now the full 4-momentum vectors. The results from this calculation

are shown in Figure 4.11 for the combined signal MC containing elastic, quasielastic and

inelastic Higgs production, weighted each to its relative contribution. The reconstructed

mass distributions have resolutions ares < 3 GeV. The mass resolution for 96/97 is slightly
better for 99/00, because of a better 9 resolution in the former dataset.

4.4.2 er Topology

For the er decay topology the momentum balance equations are even simpler than (4.4)
because there is only one r-candidate, or in other words only one missing neutrino mo¬

mentum.

EM+PXvis = r*

E^+Plis = ry (4.8)

Eu(l-pl) + (E-Pz)vis = 55

For instance from the last equation in (4.8) the neutrino energy Ev could be directly

calculated, which then could be used to calculate the invariant mass of the er system.

However, this is not done but instead the same calculation as for tt is performed. For¬

mally this has the "advantage" that both longitudinal and transverse momentum balance

are taken into account. It means also that even the direct electron in er gets a missing

momentum assigned to it. The calculation from the previous section should take care by
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Figure 4.11: Reconstructed tt masses for true Higgs masses of 89 GeV (top left) and

150 GeV (top right) and their respective Gaussian fits. 1-sigma mass resolutions for 99/00
conditions (bottom left) and 96/97 conditions (bottom right) as a function of the true Higgs
mass. Both resolution plots include a linear fit. The 96/97 mass resolution is slightly better

than for 99/00.

itself that this missing electron momentum turns out to be small for a real er signal.

The results for er are displayed in Figure 4.12. The mass resolutions are slightly worse

than for tt, but still ares
< 4 GeV. The reason for this difference is due to the harder

Pt spectrum of the scattered lepton for er (see Figure 3.3), where the scattered lepton is

a r and therefore part of its momentum is undetected even if it ends up in the detector

acceptance region. This additional missing momentum in the event is not taken into

account in the method described above.
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Figure 4.12: Same plots as in Figure 4-H but for the er decay topology. Mass resolutions

are slightly worse than for tt.
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4.4.3 Mass Requirement

Since the invariant mass of the doubly charged Higgs can be reliably determined, a simple
cut is applied to reject background, which lies clearly below the considered mass range of

80 < Mu < 150 GeV for this analysis. The cut is applied on all event classes in tt and er.

Mrec > 65 GeV

The effect of the cut is shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.14 for the 99/00 dataset.
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Figure 4.13: Reconstructed Mass distributions for all event classes in tt for the 99/00
dataset. The vertical line denotes the cut position.

The number of surviving events in data and background for both topologies after this

cut is summarised in Tables 4.4 up to 4.7 on the line "M > 65". The event numbers are

small already and agree within about ±lcr. In other words: No excess is found in the data.
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Figure 4.14: Same as Figure 4-13 but for the er event classes.

4.5 Charge Requirement

The last property, which is exploited to separate signal from background is the condition

on the charge of the two candidates. The sum of the candidate's charges must equal twice

the incoming lepton beam charge. For both datasets the incoming lepton was positive,

therefore:

C1=+l AND c2 = +1.

Ci;2 are the candidate's charges (in multiples of the elementary charge). The back¬

ground from di-lepton production is expected to be dominantly at C\ + C2 — 0. In order

to assure that the charges are reliably measured, this cut is only applied for candidates,
which fulfil two charge quality conditions.

1. For #prongs> 1 (see section 4.2) the sum of the charges of all prongs makes up for

the total charge of a candidate. It is however not clear how well e.g. 3 tracks in a
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narrow cone can be separately measured. Since the di-lepton background is made

almost exclusively from 1-prong candidates, the cut is only applied for candidates

where #prongs= 1.

2. The charges are determined by the curvatures Kit2 of the tracks. For short tracks

or tracks with very high Pt the curvature becomes difficult to measure. The cut is

only applied if the relative error on the curvature of a candidate is less than 50%:

OKi/iii < 0.5.

In Figure 4.15 the sum of the charges for a tt and er signal is plotted. Events with

charge ±1 can occur if only one of the candidates fulfils the conditions above. Events with

^2 Ci > 1 pass the cut (vertical lines). In rare cases even both candidates can fail the

charge quality conditions. Then the event is forced to have C\ + C2 = 2, which means that

the cut is passed.

Apparently more events are rejected in tt than in er. An analysis of the rejected events

shows that in almost all cases the pseudoscattered lepton (which has opposite charge) is

wrongly taken as a candidate. This is more likely to happen in tt where the scattered

electron has a harder Pt spectrum than the decay products from the scattered r in er.

For both topologies the cut enhances the purity4 of the sample. The purity of the events,

which survive the charge cut, is ~ 100%.
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Figure 4.15: Sum of the charges for a 100 GeV Higgs signal in the ej class for tt (left)
and er (right).

The same plots for data and background are given in Figure 4.16 (tt) and 4.17 (er).
Di-lepton background is removed by the charge cut, while NC background still survives,

mostly in ej.

4The purity in this context is the number of events with correct choice of the candidates in the signal
divided by all events.
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Figure 4.16: Sum of the charges (tt) of the candidates for the 99/00 dataset after the cut

on the invariant mass. Events to the right of the vertical lines survive the charge criteria.
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4.6 Final Cutflows

The numbers of surviving events after each cut are summarised in the Tables 4.4, 4.5, 4.6

and 4.7 for the different datasets and decay topologies. The last line in each Table shows

the number of surviving elastic and inelastic events after the charge cut for the ej and jj

event classes where this separation is made. Most of the remaining background in ej is

inelastic.

Cut BkgMC Data 99/00
ep ej M jj Sum ep ej M jj Sum

Preselection 40.8 7461 5.6 304 7811 43 7467 7 380 7897

E - pz < 45 (40.8) 448 (5.6) 193 687 (43) 386 (7) 243 679

9e < 120 12.3 260 (5.6) (193) 471 13 215 (7) (243) 478

Isolation 2.0 17.8 0.89 1.7 22.4 3 13 0 3 19

M>65 0.12 10.5 0.63 1.5 12.8 0 8 0 1 9

Charge 0.03 8.7 0.00 0.44 9.2 0 7 0 0 7

ela/inela 0.8/7.9 0.15/0.29 0/7 0/0

Table 4.4: Cutflow for background and data for tt in the 99/00 dataset. Numbers in

brackets indicate that the cut is not applied for this event class.

Cut Bkg MC Data 96/97

ep ej M jj Sum ep ej M jj Sum

Preselection 16.4 3042 2.6 131 3192 14 2716 5 148 2883

E - pz < 45 (16.4) 193 (2.6) 81.6 293 (14) 170 (5) 86 275

9e < 120 5.1 116 (2.6) (81.6) 205 4 92 (5) (86) 187

Isolation 1.3 8.8 0.32 1.2 11.6 0 8 0 0 8

M>65 0.10 5.5 0.28 0.91 6.8 0 3 0 0 3

Charge 0.06 4.3 0.00 0.48 4.8 0 3 0 0 3

ela/inela 0.4/3.8 0.32/0.16 0/3 0/0

Table 4.5: Cutflow for tt in the 96/97 dataset.
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Cut

ep

Bkg MC

ej ee Sum ep

Data

ej

99/00
ee Sum

Preselection

E-pz, P£Iiss
9e < 120

Isolation

M>65

Charge

40.8

(40.8)
12.3

2.0

0.12

0.03

7461

27.2

(27.2)
2.2

1.3

1.22

76.0

2.5

(2.5)
1.17

0.55

0.06

7577

70.5

42.0

5.3

1.9

1.31

43

(43)
13

3

0

0

7467

28

(28)
1

1

1

61

1

(1)
1

0

0

7571

72

42

5

1

1

ela/inela 0.0/1.22 0/1

Table 4.6: Cutflow for er in the 99/00 dataset.

Cut Bkg MC Data 96/97
ep ej ee Sum ep ej ee Sum

Preselection 16.4 3042 33.9 3092 14 2716 34 2764

E-pz,P£Hss (16.4) 13.2 1.2 30.8 (14) 19 1 34

9e < 120 5.1 (13.2) (1.2) 19.5 4 (19) (1) 24

Isolation 1.3 0.92 0.49 2.7 0 0 1 1

M >65 0.10 0.86 0.23 1.15 0 0 0 0

Charge 0.06 0.85 0.14 1.05 0 0 0 0

ela/inela 0.42/0.42 0/0

Table 4.7: Cutflow for er in the 96/97 dataset.

The cutflows are also presented for a 100 GeV Higgs signal for tt (Table 4.8) and

er (Table 4.9) for 99/00 conditions. These Tables contain all kinematic régimes (elastic,
quasielastic and inelastic) weighted with their relative contributions. The event numbers

are normalised such that the sum of all kinematical contributions and all event classes

before the first cut is 10000 events. The event numbers after the last cut can be identified

as the global efficiencies of this analysis as discussed in section 5.2. They are: 21.7% for

tt and 24.5% for er for a Higgs mass of 100 GeV. It has to be noted that the numbers for

the individual event classes do also depend on the branching ratio (see Table 3.4) of the

respective event class.
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Cut

ep

tt signal

ej

,
M = 100 GeV

jj Sum

Preselection

E - pz < 45

9e < 120

Isolation

M>65

Charge

282

(282)
280

260

256

208

989

884

876

711

700

568

739

(739)
(739)
619

617

613

1139

1086

(1086)
791

789

782

3149

2991

2981

2381

2362

2171

ela/inela 413/155 592/190

Table 4.8: Cutflow for a tt signal of mass 100 GeV under 99/00 conditions.

Cut er signal, M = 100 GeV

ep ej ee Sum

Preselection 703 2802 888 4393

E-pz, Ppss (703) 1631 812 3146

9e < 120 697 (1631) (812) 3140

Isolation 632 1193 725 2550

M>65 627 1183 715 2525

Charge 599 1159 688 2446

ela/inela 621/538

Table 4.9: Cutflow for an er signal of mass 100 GeV under 99/00 conditions.

Finally, for the ej event class, which has a background expectation significantly different

from zero, the invariant mass distributions for data and background are shown in Figure

4.18 after all cuts. See the appendix for a list of the surviving data events.
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Figure 4.18: Reconstructed invariant mass distributions for data and background for the ej

event class after all cuts, for both topologies and datasets.
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Results

As neither for the tt nor for the er selection an excess in data has been found (see previous

section), the focus in this chapter is on setting upper limits on the doubly charged Higgs

production cross section. For this purpose, systematic errors are estimated first, although

they have only a small influence on the final limits.

5.1 Systematic Errors

The total error on the event numbers listed in section 4.6 is made up from a statistical and

a systematic error added in quadrature. For low statistics event counting experiments, such

as this analysis, the statistical error is usually dominant. Nonetheless, in this section the

most important sources for systematic uncertainties are estimated. Most of the systematic

errors are the same for signal and background and apply equally to all event classes. It is

explicitly noted when a distinction is made.

5.1.1 Signal

Most of the errors were estimated using the signal samples of a 100 GeV Higgs. The list

of uncertainties includes:

• Theoretical uncertainty on the Higgs production cross section.

Several effects were investigated:

— The uncertainty on the elastic and quasi-elastic contributions depends on the

knowledge of the proton form factors, for which 2% are assumed. The inelastic

Higgs production cross section on the other hand depends on the parton density
function (pdf) used. A variation of the pdf and the scale (Q2), at which it is

evaluated, yields a 20% uncertainty [63] for the inelastic cross section. Weight¬

ing these uncertainties by their relative contributions (see Table 1.3) gives the

theoretical errors for tt and er:

S&. = 4.9% 5rheo = 5.3%.

81
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— Initial state radiation (ISR) affects the production cross section. For all gener¬

ated signal MC, ISR was switched off. The inclusion of ISR affects the cross

section by ~ 1%.

— The efficiencies from the quasielastic signal MC may depend on the modelling
of the photon-proton interaction. The SOPHIA [31] package is used for this

analysis. However for a 100 GeV Higgs (tt topology) two additional samples
with different modelling of the photon-proton vertex have been produced. One

with the EPSOFT [64] and the other with the DIFFVM [65] packages. Each sample
contains 10000 events and the total number of events surviving after the tt

selection are:

SOPHIA DIFFVM EPSOFT

2261 2278 2272

The difference is smaller than a statistical 1-sigma fluctuation and the corre¬

sponding systematic uncertainty is therefore neglected.

• Luminosity measurement and High Voltage control.

The luminosity and High Voltage uncertainty was globally determined to be 1.5% for

HERA I analyses.

• Lepton identification.

A 2% error on the electron identification efficiency for electrons with energies Ee >

10 GeV (see [52]) is assigned to all electron classes. In the ee event class 4% is

used, because the systematic uncertainty for the identification of both electrons is

correlated. For the muon identification uncertainty 6% [66] is used in the ep and pj

event classes.

• Trigger efficiency.
For all electron event classes a systematic uncertainty of 0.5% as determined in [52] is

assigned to the trigger decision. For the jj class a systematic error of 5% (see section

3.6) is used. For the pj channel, the charged current trigger efficiencies are quoted
in [52] to be StTig = (1 — e) • 15% © 2%. For a mean trigger efficiency of (e) « 95%

(see section 3.6) this would result in an uncertainty of about 2%. Also the muon

triggers ST18 and ST34 are important for pj and their systematic uncertainties have

been determined in [54] to be 5% each. No exact determination from data is possible
because of the lack of statistics in this event class. An uncertainty of 5% is finally
assumed.

• Tracking uncertainty.
A 3% systematic uncertainty is assigned to single track reconstruction. Since in

this analysis all events need to have at least two tracks and since the systematic

uncertainty for the reconstruction of both tracks is correlated, 6% is used for all

event classes.
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• 0 measurement.

The 9 of all tracks was varied by 3 mrad in either direction. This mainly affects the

9 acceptance cuts. The jet isolation requirement is studied separately. The resulting
effect on the signal was found to be less than 0.5%.

• Jet Isolation.

The global shift in 9 for all tracks has only a small impact on the jet isolation cut (see
section 4.2), because this cut depends rather on distances between tracks in ?yc/>-space
than on absolute angles. The sizes of the inner and outer cone are therefore varied

separately by ±AR(9) defined as:

A„=^ =* AR=J(4Ql' + W, (5.1)
sm9 y \sm9J

where A9 = 3 mrad and Ac/> = 1 mrad. For the signal only the jj event class is

affected by 1.7%.

• LAr electromagnetic energy scale.

The LAr electromagnetic energy is varied by 3%. A small effect < 1% is observed

for all event classes except for pj where no shift can be seen.

• LAr hadronic energy scale.

A variation of 2% in the hadronic energy yields shifts of 1.3% in jj and 1.6% in ej

for tt. The systematic shift in ej for er is much larger with about 7%. The reason

for this difference between tt and er has to be related to the harsh P^hss cut in the

ej class in er.

Effect Variation Event Classes

ep [%} ej [%} ee [%] M [%] 33 [%)
Theory - 5.0 (5.4) 5.0 (5.4) 5.4 5.0 5.0

HV, Lumi - 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

Tracking - 6 6 6 6 6

//-ID - 6 - - 6 -

e-ID - 2 2 4 - -

Trigger - 0.5 0.5 0.5 5 5

Track 9 3 mrad <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5

Jet Isolation equation (5.1) 0 0 0 0 1.7

LAr e.m. scale 3% <1 <1 <1 0 <1

LAr had. scale 2% 0 1.6 (7) 0 <0.5 1.3

\/£ err2 10.2 (10.4) 8.4 (11.0) 9.2 11.2 9.7

Table 5.1: Relative systematic errors estimated for the signal efficiency. In cases where the

errors differ for tt and er, the numbers in brackets refer to er.
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5.1.2 Background

Because of the lack of candidate events in data, the background uncertainties are mostly
irrelevant for the subsequent limit calculation. If no data events are observed, the limit

should not depend on the number of expected background events. Nevertheless in order

to show that the background expectation is compatible with zero, a coarse estimate on

systematic errors is given for the background also. Only the errors, which are different

w.r.t. the signal or which are separately determined for background, are listed here. The

list includes:

• Theoretical background production cross sections and Fragmentation.
In the ee and ej event classes, the bulk of the remaining background is due to High

Q2 NC as can bee seen e.g. in Figures 4.16 and 4.17. While the production cross

section for this background can be accurately calculated (to the percent level), the

modelling of the fragmentation has an important impact on the Pt spectra of the

individual particles inside a jet and therefore on the number of selected events in

this analysis. The effect of the fragmentation was studied with two low statistics

DJANGO MC samples, which differ only by the fragmentation model. One was done

with the colour-dipole fragmentation (CDM) [60] and the other with the so-called

MEPS (Matrix Element calculation and Parton Shower) [67]. The difference in the

number of surviving events is roughly 15%.

In the jj event class the largest background contribution comes from di-jet photopro¬
duction. The dependence of the cross section on the renormalisation and factorisation

scales, on the pdf and the fragmentation and the description of so-called soft under¬

lying events1 was studied in [57]. An error of 20% is assumed here.

The ep and pj event classes are practically background-free. The theory uncertainty
of the dominant contribution after preselection is quoted for these classes, namely
15% for high Q2 NC in ep and 20% for 7p in pj.

• 6 measurement.

The only measurable effect is found in the ej class, where the difference is 3%. Other

event classes suffer from very low background statistics.

• Jet Isolation.

The variations on Rciose, Rfar according to (5.1) produces shifts of 2.5% in ej and

10% in jj.

• LAr electromagnetic energy scale.

The variation of 3% leads to an effect of 3% in the ej class. In the ee class in er also

an effect is expected, but the background statistics is too small in order to observe

any deviation. The same holds for the jj class (tt).

• LAr hadronic energy scale.

A variation of 2% leads to an effect of 10% in jj, 6% in ej (18% in er) and 1% in pj.

1In resolved photoproduction additionally to the hard scattering process there may be interactions

between the proton and the photon remnants. This is often referred to as soft underlying event.
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Effect Variation Event Classes

ep [%] ej [%] ee [%] M [%] 33 [%]
Theory - 15 15 15 20 20

HV, Lumi - 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

Tracking - 6 6 6 6 6

//-ID - 6 - - 6 -

e-ID - 2 2 4 - -

Trigger - 0.5 0.5 0.5 5 5

Track 9 3 mrad 0 3 0 0 0

Jet Isolation equation (5.1) 0 2.5 0 0 10

LAr e.m. scale 3% 0 3 0 0 0

LAr had. scale 5% 0 6(18) 0 1 10

\/£ err2 17.4 18.1 (24.8) 16.7 22.4 25.8

Table 5.2: Same as Table 5.1 but for the background.

5.2 Efficiencies

From the number of surviving events in the signal MC a global efficiency is determined

for each event class. This efficiency includes all detector acceptance effects and branching
ratios from r decay (s) and can therefore be viewed as a probability for observing a doubly

charged Higgs signal event in a specific event class. MC samples were generated for Higgs
masses between 80 and 150 GeV in steps of 10 GeV for all kinematic régimes (elastic,
quasielastic and inelastic) and weighted according to their contribution to the total cross

section (see section 1.7).
Figure 5.1 shows the efficiencies as a function of the Higgs mass for the different event

classes for the tt topology and the 99/00 conditions. For ej and jj the distinction is

made between elastic an inelastic events as discussed in section 4.3. The efficiencies for the

inelastic channels are however clearly inferior w.r.t. their elastic counterparts. The drawn

line represents a polynomial (of order 2) fit to the sample points. The fit will be used in the

limit calculation to compute efficiencies in steps of 1 GeV. The steep rise in the efficiencies

at low Higgs masses (80 < Mu < 100 GeV) is mainly due to the more intense Pt spectrum

of the candidate tracks for larger masses. The saturation or even fall of the efficiencies at

large Higgs masses (140 < Mu < 150 GeV) is due to the acceptance in the forward region,
since more massive particles are produced with harder boosts in the proton direction. For

a Higgs mass of 100 GeV the total efficiency (sum over all channels) is 21.2%.

The procedure is repeated for the 96/97 dataset, where the efficiency distributions are

similar. The ratios between the efficiencies for 96/97 and 99/00 are approximately inde¬

pendent of the Higgs mass, as can be seen in Figure 5.2. Furthermore a polynomial fit of

order zero shows that the ratios are compatible with 1 within the errors except for the pj
event class, where the difference can be explained by different muon trigger prescales in

the two data taking periods.
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Figure 5.1: Final signal efficiencies as a function of the Higgs mass for tt and the 99/00
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The corresponding plots for the er topology are given in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. The

total efficiency for a Higgs mass of 100 GeV is about 24.5% for er and therefore slightly

higher than the corresponding tt efficiency. The order zero polynomial fit shows that the

efficiency ratios (see Figure 5.4) between the two datasets are compatible with 1, except

for the ee event class, where the discrepancy is due to the requirement on the start radius

of the electron track (Rs < 30cm as discussed in section 3.5.1). It is known [68] that in

1997 the CJCl had a region with reduced sensitivity.
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Figure 5.3: Same as Figure 5.1 but for er.
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5.3 Limit Calculation

In the absence of signal, the interpretation of the results focuses on the task of setting

upper exclusion limits for doubly charged Higgs production. For low statistics analyses

usually confidence intervals are calculated with a test statistic X in the form of a Poisson

Likelihood ratio [9] :

e-Mja + b)" /e~bbN
x ~

An / ~nT (5-2)

N is the number of observed data events, b and s are the number of expected back¬

ground, and signal events respectively. The test statistic X is monotonically increasing
with N. The confidences in the signal+background (CLs+b) and the background only

(CLb) hypothesis are then defined as:

CLs+b = Ps+b(X < Xobs)

CLb = Pb(X<Xobs) (5.3)

CLS = CLs+b/CLb.

CLS is then the confidence in the presence of signal. Ps+b (Pb) is the probability to find

a specific outcome Xobs under a signal+background (background only) hypothesis. Since

the test statistic X is defined as the probability ratio of the two hypothesis for finding

exactly N events in data, these two probabilities are simply:

Ps+b(X<Xobs) = YJ- ^T^- and Pb(X<Xobs) = Y,^-T- (5-4)
n=0

'

n=0

The confidence level CL = 1 — CLS is then used to set limits on the signal expectation

s. For instance a limit at a CL of 95% as will be derived for this analysis corresponds to

CLS = 5%. In mathematical form this reads:

\n=0
'

/ ' \n=0
'

/

The ratio to the right of equation (5.5) is just the Poisson probability of observing N

(or less) events under a signal + background hypothesis divided by the Poisson probability
for observing N (or less) events under a background only hypothesis.

For a given confidence level, an upper limit can then be calculated by numerically

solving (5.5) for s with the use of the experimentally measured input (N) and the input

from the background MC (b). The outcome scl is the number of expected signal events,

which can be excluded at the given CL.

The simple method outlined above can in principle be used to calculate limits for all

the different event classes (which can be regarded as independent search channels) in the
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present analysis, but in order to produce a combined limit of all event classes a more so¬

phisticated technique is required.

5.3.1 Multiple Search Channels

The approach chosen here is described in detail in [69, 70] and was used extensively for the

various Higgs searches at the OPAL experiment. The test statistic X for the multi-channel

search is the product of the test statistics Xx for the individual channels. Each channel i

has a number of data candidates nt and the computation of CLs+b requires building the

sum over all probabilities

ps+b(M)=n-—à^^- ^

for which X({nt}) < Xobs holds for the outcome {n,}. The same procedure is required
for the computation of CLb with the probability Pb({nj]). As the number of search chan¬

nels N grows large, the combinatorics grows exponentially with iV and thus making the

calculation of the confidence levels difficult. The solution outlined in [69, 70] consists in

combining two channels at a time and keeping only a representative number of possible
outcomes for the further combination process.

The software used to derive the 95% CL limits for multiple search channels is included

in the reference. In its basic usage it requires nu bt and initial values for slt as input.

From that it calculates a scale factor / to be applied on the initial value £s4, which

then yields the number of expected signal events S95 that can be excluded at 95% CL. In

this analysis the efficiencies in the individual search channels are used as initial values for

the number of expected signal events: slt = ex. This has the advantage that from the

resulting scale factor the limit on the cross section 095 can be most easily derived:

S95 /-(E,g|)
=

/
95

Œ>.)£ (£,*.)£ C

where C denotes the data luminosity.

In order to produce a limit in steps of 1 GeV in the hypothetical Higgs mass, all event

classes are divided into 91 channels, each channel corresponding to one bin of width 1

GeV in the reconstructed mass histogram (mass range 69.5 < Mrec < 160.5 GeV) of that

event class. Since all events in data and background end up in exactly one bin of the

reconstructed mass, these bins can be regarded as independent search channels. For tt

with 6 different event classes the number of search channels for the combined limit is then

JV = 6 • 91 = 546 and for er (4 event classes) N = 364.

(5.7)
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Efficiencies Si in the different search channels

The total efficiency for any event class (see section 5.2) is distributed among the 91 channels

(mass bins) according to the mass resolution of the signal for the considered Higgs mass.

This is illustrated in Figure 5.5 for a hypothetical Higgs mass of 100 GeV. Assuming that

a data candidate is found e.g. at M = 90 GeV, this candidate will have only a very small

influence on the limit calculated for a 100 GeV Higgs, because the efficiency (probability)
to reconstruct a signal event at 90 GeV while the true Higgs mass is 100 GeV is very small.

If however a candidate is found near 100 GeV it will have a large signal-significance and

will therefore push the limit upwards. Thus, by varying the hypothetical Higgs mass in the

range 80 < Mu < 150 GeV one expects to see "bumps" in the limit at masses where the

data candidates are. The width of these "bumps" will correspond to the mass resolution

at the candidate's mass.
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0.002
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Figure 5.5: The efficiencies ex (corresponding to the individual bins in the Figure) passed to

the limit calculation program for a hypothetical Higgs mass of 100 GeV. The surface under

the Gaussian distribution is the total efficiency e — ]T) ex in the considered event class. The

width of the Gaussian is equal to the mass resolution ares at 100 GeV as determined in

Figures 4-U and 4-12.

In order to increase the numerical stability of the limit calculation program the Gaus¬

sian efficiency distributions as seen in Figure 5.5 are cut off at ±3<r. All channels i, which

are outside of the ±3<r-band around the hypothetical Higgs mass, are assigned an efficiency

ex = 0 and are not passed to the limit calculation at all.
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Background bi in the different search channels

As the analysis deals with very little background, and the statistics in the background
MCs is not sufficient to produce a meaningful shape in the reconstructed mass histogram,
the background expectation in each event class is just summed up and distributed equally

among all mass bins (channels) in that event class:

91

i=i

where 91 is the number of channels per event class. This improves the numerical stability in

the subsequent limit calculation without having an influence on the shape of the obtained

limit.

5.3.2 Treatment of Systematic Uncertainties

The efficiencies ex and background expectations bx for each channel are subject to systematic
errors as estimated in section 5.1. This is taken into account in the implementation of the

limit calculation in reference [69, 70] by smearing the probabilities and test statistics for

all search channels by their systematic uncertainty probability distributions, which are

assumed Gaussian. For instance the probability to observe j events in channel i under the

signal+background hypothesis with an expected number of signal events sx ± oSi and an

expected number of background events bx ± abi is:

, f /e-((*'-s*)2/2<+(&'-M2/2<) e-W+V)(j + yy
hi

p>x = ± J- ^^ J*
. (5.9)

3-((s'-s,)2/2<+(&'-M2/2<)
Idsidb' 2ircrSiobi

The shortcoming of this implementation is that correlated systematic errors between

different search channels are not correctly treated. In section 5.1 the systematic errors

were estimated for different event classes. However, there are errors, such as e.g. on

the luminosity, which are correlated among all event classes. Also the splitting of one

event class into 91 search channels (mass bins) will produce 100% correlated errors for

these search channels. A correct treatment of correlated uncertainties would require to

average the probabilities and test statistics simultaneously and only once for all search

channels, which are affected by the error in question. However, it is noted that treating all

uncertainties for all search channels as independent means that errors are double counted

and the resulting limit is therefore conservative. Also, all limits have been produced under

the assumption aSl — <Jbi = 0 for all channels. The change in the observed limit with

respect to the case where all systematic errors are taken into account as described above

is < 1%.
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5.3.3 Limits for individual Event Classes

With the procedure outlined in the previous sections, limits at 95% CL on

• o(ep —* H++) x BR(H++ — tt) for the tt topology, and

• o(ep —> H++) x BR(H++ —» er) for the er topology

are calculated for Higgs masses in the range 80 < MH < 150 GeV. Although not as

interesting as the combined limits (see next section), the limits for the individual event

classes are presented here. In Figure 5.6 (5.7) the limits for the tt (er) topology are

shown. Only the inelastic ej class has data candidates left. These show up as "bumps"
in the limits at their reconstructed masses. See also the appendix for a list of the data

candidates.

5.3.4 Combined Limits

The combination of the different event classes and datasets is straightforward as it only

requires to use all available search channels together for the limit calculation. The limits

on cross section x branching ratio are given in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. In these plots also a

mean expected limit is drawn (dashed line), which represents the limit one would expect

to obtain if the background-only hypothesis was true. It can be calculated by doing many
MC experiments, where the number of data events is randomly generated according to a

Poisson probability with a mean number of events equal to the background expectation b.

The ±2<r error band of this expected limit is also drawn (shaded region). The —2a bound¬

ary of this error band almost coincides with the expected limit for almost all plots. This

is because an observed limit smaller than the expected limit would correspond to a down¬

ward fluctuation of the number of data events with respect to the expected background.
Since most event classes are almost background free already, a downward fluctuation al¬

most cannot occur in these classes. Only in the er topology the observed limit exceeds the

+2cr boundary at 92 GeV. In the combination of the datasets however the observed limit

is everywhere well contained inside the error band.

For the er topology an additional limit on the coupling heT is calculated under the

assumption that BR(H++ —» er) = 100%. Since the Higgs production cross section is

proportional to h2T, the limit on the coupling can be calculated in that case from the cross

section limit as:

h£ = h»?-xF^. (5-10)
y Vgen

h^.n is the coupling, for which the MC samples were generated and for which the

calculated cross section was agen. The resulting limit for er is displayed in Figure 5.10.

For tt the same limit can not be calculated because for the assumption BR(H++ —

tt) = 100% the Higgs can not be produced in the first place, since that would require

hee 7^ 0. Instead for tt the democratic assumption hee = hßß — hTT or equivalently

BR(H++ —* ee/pp/TT) = 33% is made and the corresponding coupling limit is shown in

Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.6: 95% CL limits on a(ep —> //++) x BR(H++ —> rr) /or individual event classes

for both data sets. The region above the limits is excluded. The strictest limits are derived

in the pj and the elastic jj event class.
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for both data sets. The strictest limits are derived in the ee event class. However, the limits

for the different event classes are more similar than for tt, where especially the inelastic

channels are much less sensitive than the elastic ones.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis a search for the doubly charged Higgs particle and its subsequent decay into

tt and er final states in the HERA I dataset is performed. The analysis is based on high

transverse momentum tracks measured in the central HI tracking chamber. The final state

invariant mass is fully reconstructed by applying momentum balance constraints on the

candidate events. The missing neutrino momenta originating from r decays are thereby

approximated. From the MC simulation of potential H++ decays, a mass resolution of

ares < 4 Qey is derived. Simple r identification techniques are used in this analysis, since

the doubly charged Higgs topology can be well separated from background by simple kine¬

matic and jet isolation criteria. In order to suppress background from di-lepton production,

two like-sign charged tracks are required.

Throughout the entire selection process an agreement between data and the SM ex¬

pectation is found or in other words: No evidence for a doubly charged Higgs signal in

the investigated search channels is observed. Upper limits at 95% confidence level on

o(ep -» H++) x BR(H++ -* tt) and a(ep -* H++) x BR(H++ - er) are calculated as a

function of the Higgs mass in the range 80 < Mh < 150 GeV. In this mass range the limits

are found to be:

• o(ep -+ H++) x BR(H++ -»• tt) < 0.2 pb

• a(ep -> H++) x BR(H++ - er) < 0.2 pb.

These cross section times branching ratio limits can be directly compared to results

from the other HI analyses [3] as shown in Figure 6.1. The r topologies yield less stringent
limits mostly for the lower Higgs masses. The reason is the loss in signal efficiency due to

the conditions on the transverse momentum (Pt) on the secondary r decay tracks, which

have a smaller Pt than primary particles (i.e. electrons or muons) from the Higgs decay.
This difference is reduced towards higher Higgs masses.

101
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Figure 6.1: 95% CL limits on cross section times branching ratio for all investigated doubly

charged Higgs decay topologies at HI. The uppermost two curves are the results of the

present thesis. The ee, ep and pp limits can be found in [3J.

In comparison with other experiments, some of the limits derived at HI are not yet

competitive. The CDF limits [29] exclude the existence of left-handed doubly charged

Higgs H^ below masses of about 130 GeV for the ee and //// channels and right-handed

H^ below masses of about 110 GeV. The OPAL limits [24] are difficult to compare to the

HI limits because in their analysis the Higgs is always produced via the coupling hee and all

Higgs decay topologies are used to set limits on hee under the assumption hee <C hw where

/, I' stands for the lepton pair of the considered decay topology. For the decay ff±:t — ee

the OPAL limit is however clearly more constraining than the corresponding HI limit. The

HI limits on the flavour violating couplings heß and heT (this analysis) on the other hand

are unique. However, the LEP experiments are expected to have higher sensitivities for

these couplings than HI.

As the present analysis is only statistically limited, the increased luminosity of the

HERA II running period1 will gain about a factor of 10 in sensitivity for the HI search

for doubly charged Higgs bosons. Under the assumption that no deviation from the SM is

found in the new data, all cross section limits can be expected to improve by a factor of

10 and the coupling limits by a factor of -\/ÎO.

10 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

1
Design luminosity for the HERA II data taking period is 1 fb 1.
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Appendix A

Data Events

The data events presented here survive all analysis cuts. They are all found in the inelastic

ej event class, which is the only class with a background expectation significantly different

from zero. However, the background expectation is in good agreement with the number of

data events found (s. Tables 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7). The electron can be identified in these

events in the sideview event displays from the electron polar angle 9e given in each Table.

Surprisingly for many of the events the jet isolation cut seems to have failed. The reason is

that in the event displays all tracks are drawn, while only good quality tracks are considered

for the isolation requirements.
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116 Chapter A. Data Events

Run 253509 t.vent 59216 Class: 4 5/811 12 19 23 25 28 29 Date 25/0-1/2005

tptlll

>S^.

Dataset 99/00
Topology tt

Run Number 253509

Event Number 59216

Reconstructed Mass 170 GeV

E -

Pz 34 GeV

pMifif; 7.2 GeV

Vmax 3.2

0e 44"
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Rjn 263530 Event R1821 (a- 45/811 12 19 25 78 29 Date 25/0-1/2005

Dataset 99/00
Topology tt

Run Numbei 203530

Event Numbei 01821

Rec oust lue ted Mass 97 GeV

E — p-. 44 GoV

'
1

9 4 GeV

Hmar 3 3

9t 30°
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Run 2bbü54 Lvcnt 100/5 Class 4 5/811 \l 19 25 2b 29 Dote 25/04/2005

Dataset

Topology
Run Numbei

99/00
tt

266034

Event Numbei 10075

Reconstructed Mass 97 GeV

E -pz
pMi^s

40 GeV

3 6 GeV

Vnia i
3 4

107°
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Run 268105 Fvc t 90584 Class 4 5 7 8 1 1 19 25 28 29 Dale 25/0^/2005

Dataset 99/00
Topology TT

Run Number 268105

Event Number 90584

Hetonstiucted Mass 91 GeV

E —

p J9 GeV

1
1

0 8 GeV

Hmax 3 5

9e 108'



120 ChapttrA Data Events

Run 7/1/55 rvent 67926 Clacs -15 7 8 11 1 6 19 25 28 29 Date 25/04/7005

Data set 99/00
Topology TT

Run Numbei 271735

Event Numbei 02920

Reconstructed Mass 136 GeV

E —

pz 42 GeV
pA/iss
1
T

0 4 GeV

'/if«; c
3.2

o, 80°
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Run 2/2940 Lvcnt 3873 UcSo 4 5/81 9 73 73 28 2-? Date 25/04/7005

ill If

/>

Dataset 99/00
Topology TT

Run Number 272940

Event Number 387 i

Reconstructed Mass 75GcV

E-p„ 44 GeV

r
1

6 2 GeV

Vnia 1
3 3

6< 91°



X, £tù Chapttr A Data Events

Rjn 7755V hvf^ 67688 Cloo. 1 5 7 R 11 17 19 7 5 75 78 2° Date 25/04/7006

Dataset 99/00

lopolog> TT

Run Numbei 275517

Event Numbei 02688

Reconstructed Mass 87 GeV

E-p_ 40 GeV
pA/iss
1
T

3 0 GeV

'/ma i
3 5

ot %3
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Run H4642 Lvcnt 137205 Cla^b 4/8911 19 25 28 29 Date 25/04/7005

' * it » B*

Dataset

Topology
Run Number

90/97
TT

104642

Event Number 137205

Reconstiucted Mass 85 GeV

E-Pt
pAJliS
' 1

41 GeV

0 1 GeV

Hmai

9t

3.3

120°
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Run 180146 Lvcnt 9 38 5 Class 4 5 / 8 1 1 1 ? 19 22 23 25 28 79 Date 25/04/2005

fti, *

mm*

I^^J~_^_
_ IJ ]

-""^stt #W^

H 1

Dataset 90/97

Topologv TT

Run Nunrber 180140

Event Number 9383

Reconstiucted Mass 103 GeV

E-ih 44 GeV

1
T

8 1 GeV

'lina i
3 3

9, 88°
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Rjn 199905 Event 33704 (ass 4 7 8 9 11 16 19 32 23 2R 79 Dcte 33/04/2005

C
_-_

Dataset

Topology
Run Numbei

96/97
TT

199905

Event Numbei 33204

Reconstructed Mass 100 GeV

E-p„
pA/jss
1
7

18 GeV

2 0 GeV

'jma i

e,

3 5

107°
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kjn 36/509 Event 6217 Class 4 5 6 / 8 10 11 17 19 rM 25 28 29 Ou e 26/04/2005

Dataset 99/00

Topology CT

Run Number 267509

Event Number 0217

Rec onstruc ted Mass 92 GeV

E-pz 40 GeV

11 10 GeV

'Imn ï
28

e< 95"
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